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INTRODUCTION

This work is an attempt to demonstrate certain contentions
about the poetry of Gerard llanley Hopkins.

I intend to treat only

thoae poems vitten between the years 1876 and 1889; that is, all
the poetry written atter Hopkins's oo:a.veraion to Raman Catholioiam.
Hnceforth in thia treatment. the mention of Hopkina's •mature• poetry
will refer

s~ly

to these poems.

It is rq contention that the •mature' poetry ot Gerard Manley Hopkina exhibits a loving revere:Doe for God and Bia creatures.

lD oODDection

with this, I Dt&intain that the •mature' poema oontaia a conclusive record
ot Hopkins's spiritual development.

I will show that The Wreck of the

Deutachland is a direct attempt by Hopkins to express iD. poetry his
•recollected' impresaioas and

feel~ga

of the mouldtag of his final con-

cept of spiritual perfection• And I will shcnr that all the poems written
after The Wreck ot the Deutachland are a direct translation into poetry

ot different aspects of Hopkins's spiritual development. Thus I shall
demonstrate ill thia thesia that ill the •mature• poems Hopkills attempts
to give impression& of the manner

~

which he arrived at his concept of

God and Hia relationship to man and the external world, as emibited in
!he Wreck of the Deutaohland, and that he tended to emphasise different
aspects of the relationship between God and His creations, as exhibited
in the poems written after The Wreck of the Deutschland.

For

ex~ple

•

( v )

one group of' poems stresses the relationship between God and mau, another
emphasizes the relationship between God and nature, and another deals
with the difficult task of gaining complete comfort f'rom his 'vision of'
God•.
Thus I shall demonstrate that in the •mature• poems ot Gerard Manley
Hopkins we have a conclusive record of his spiritual development, that is
of his attitude towards God and God's creations.

Theretore we may say

that the main aia and prime motivation of' Hopkins's •mature• poems is to
glorif'y God and His creatures.

I propose to demonstrate the validity

of' this statement by making a detailed, interpretative
of' the •mature• poems.

anal~is

of' most

I shall rely heavily upOil the Spiritual Exercises

of' St. Ignatius and the sacramental doctrine of' the R0118.1l catholic Church
since these were the two greatest factors in the development of' Hopkins's
spiritual belief's. Finally I would emphasise at this point that the
statements made 1D this thesis concerning Hopkins•s feelings as revealed
.ill the poetry, do not necessarily coincide with ay own.

I shall simply be

~1Dg

In other words

an interpretatiOil of' the poeu, I shall be stating

what I consider Hopkins is saying in them.

If' at times it seema that I

am pontificating then the reader will be quite safe in assuming that the
author of' this thesis believes that Hopkins is making such statements.
I shall demonstrate that the •mature• poems fall roughly into f'our
groups, the last three of' Which are not necessarily in chronological
order.

The first stage consists of' The wreck of' the Deutschland and

f'orms Part Olle of'

J'll',f

work.

It will be sho11D that Part the First of' the

poem is a direct expression of' Hopkins's spiritual conflict and of his
solution to that oonf'lict.

I shall demonstrate that in Part the Second

Hopkins, not only recognized a spiritual experience similar to his own

( vi )

in the plight of the nun, but that he regarded her ezperience as a confirmation of the essential beauty and goodness of his own. Thus, by
analysing the poea in detail, we shall observe how Hopkins arrived at
his •vision of' God•, how he considered the nun gained her •vision•,
and what Hopkins conaidered to be the

si~if'icance

of' such a •revelation•

to all the world.
Part Two of

~

thesie will demonstrate that there are three general

periods of emphasis in the remaining •mature• poems.

The first period

is treated in Chapter One, which I call "JJature is never spent".

In

it I shall show that Hopkin& not only saw a revelation of God in the
beauties of' Bature, but that he used these beauties te glorify and praise
God.

Also in this chapter I shall make a discussion of' Hopkins's early

asceticism, which I shall show was the direct result of' his net being
able, before hia conversion, to justify the great joys he found in visual
nature.

Then I shall contrast this with •the vision of' Gad• he later

saw in nature.

Tm result will be added oollf'irmation of my thesis that

Hopkins, in this particular case, uses the beauties of' nature to glorify
God.
The second period forma Chapter Two of' Part Two of' mr thesis.
call it Jfan's Purpose in Lite.

I

In it will be seen that the emphasis in

Hopkins's poetry gradually shifts f'roa the .anitestations of' God in the
external world to a contemplatiOD of' God'• purpose f'or man in this lite.
I shall demonstrate that in these poems Hopkins stresses a desire to
'lead

JI8D

back to the fold • , by attemptillg to convince hia that the hard-

ships he endures in this life are really a Mans for him to gain salTation.
The aim of' the poeJU in both Chapter One and Two is really the &ame, since

( vii )
I shall show that Hopkins attempted to lead man back to God through his
natural sensec, that is by trying to make man perceive God in nature.
The third period is exhibited in Chapter Three. The Dark Night of
the Soul leading to the Ligh.t of Morning.

In it I shall demonstrate

that, even though Hopkins suffered spiritual desolati011. during which he
felt God had ab&Ddoned his soul •as
ceased to glorify God in his poetry.

BD

abominable thing•, the poet never
It will be seen tha. t Hopkins con-

sidered that the oause or this separation was in himself and not in God.
This chapter really exhibits two periods of emphasis for it will be shown
that Hopkins completely conquered his spiritual desolation shortly before
his death.

PART ONE

THE WRECK OF TRE DEUTSCHLAND: ITS BANIBG ABD SIGRD'ICABCE

In 1876 Gerard Jlanley BopkiDs wrote The Wreok of the Deutschland

and thus ended seven years ot poetic iDactivity.

Bo119ver seven years

of •theological studies, religious meditation, and the whole experience
1.
of the most formative period of a Jesuit's life also lay beh~d it.•--The result of this religious training and meditation was a new vision

ot the world tor HopkiasJ the universe had taken on new meaning and
significance tor him.

ID this light I propose to make a detailed analysis

ot the poem. and thus it will be seen that The wreck or the Deutschland
is much more than a poem commemorating the death of five Franciscan nuns;
rather, Hopkins took the opportunity to tell his own story in telling
theirs. For Hopkins the shipwreck is a spectacular and very notable
instance of God's dealings with

1DIU1

B.lld of the power and mastery of God.

ll'e oan be quite sure that Bopkiaa is telliJlg his own story in the poem
tor he wrote to Robert Bridges, •What refers to mrself in the poem is all
strictly and literally true and did all ooour; nothing is added tor poetical
padding.'
The whole meaning of the poem is.summed up in this phrase:
"Ipse, the only one, Christ."
We shall see that Christ was the dominant factor in Hopkins•a lite.

-
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Ev'erything he did was dedicated to the honour and greater glory of Christ.
we shall see that Hopkins always tried to imitate Chrilt'• example as
olosely as possible and that he attempted to influence all men to follow
the same path.

Thus I thiDk it plausible to say that the whole meaning

of The Wreck is sUIIIIled up in one phrase beoauae w shall learn that the
Whole meaning of the poem, indeed the whole meaning of life itself for
Hopkins, was in Christ.

Christ was the aalntion ot the world; He died

that men, by imitating Ria, might find everlasting salvation.
important,

~t

But more

was Hopkins • s firm belief, not only that Christ was the

world's aalvatiOA, but that He was the only salvation:
~Ipse,

the only ane, Christ."

The w.bole poe5 tells the story of the Passion and Redemption in terms

ot the lives of men; it shows Christ, 'the MArtyr master,' calling the
souls of

1D8D

to Him, through penance and sacrifice, through the Crose,

to perfection.

And above all Hopkins tried to show this by showing bow

Christ appeals to men through the beauty of the world.

The opening lines

ot the poem triumphantly tell ua that Hopkins has reached hie goal in
life&
"Thou mastering me

God' giver ot breath and bread;
World's strand, Sway of the Sea;
Lord ot living and dead;"
He has become aware of the presence

ot God in the world about him, which

condition be had been aware or barore, though leas vaguely; but more
important, Hopkins feels that God has f'iually m&Difested Biaelt in a
religion to him.

The Roman Catholic Church bas given hila 1b at he considers

to be a much clearer view or God's purpose in life than he o ould find in
the Church of Englad.

• Thou -stering

JU

God • is an obvious reference to
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the great disoipltDe BopktDs had to exert upon himself in order to draw
nearer to God. Also in Hopkins's striving to tiDd adequate ideas to express
his great awe and love tor God. there is a much more authentic note than
is to be found iD his early religious verse. For example when he describes
God as '•••••• giver ot breath and bread,• he is struggliDg to express an
idea and feelings Whioh atteot him much more deeply than when we hear him
exclaim tD

hi~

ADglioan days:

"Lo, God shall strengthen all the feeble knees."
Perhaps here would be a goed point at which to interject the more
important points ot Hopkins's religious training, which

oh&~~.ged

his lite

so markedly. This will be a brief presentatiOD ot the more important
influences on his lite and poetry since these same phenomena may be observed
in his poetry itselt.

I

t~el

that by emphasising these influences a more

luoid &D&lJ11is ot the poetry may. be aade.

It was in the Spiritual BEerciaes

ot St. Ignatius that HopktDs tix-st found juatitioatioa tor the great joy
which be ezperieDoed in the external world, therefore I shall deal with
them.

First, the purpose and meUling ot the EEerciaes have been elaborated

by St. Ignatius himaeltt
"By this name ot Spiritual Exerciae is aeantmery way
ot examiaiDg one's conacience, ot ..ditating, ot contemplating,
ot praytag vocally and mentally, and ot performing other
spiritual aotians. aa will be aaid later. For as strolling,
walking. ad rUDDing are bodily exercises, so every way ot
preparing and disposing the soul to rid itself or all the
distorted tendencies, and, atter it is rid, to seek· and find
the Divine Will as to the DI&Jl&gem.ent ot one's lite tor the
salvatioa ot the soul, is called a Spiritual Exercise."
Obviously suoh contemplation had a deeprooted etrect an Hopkins's mind,
but to be more specific, here is a summary view ot the special objeota
and aims ot the Four Weeks ot the Spiritual Exerciaes:
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The First Week comprises the consideration of sins, iD
order that we DAy come to know their foulness, and may truly
hate them with due sorrow md purpose of amendment. The
Second sets down before us the Lite of Christ, in order to
kindle in us an eager desire of imitating Bill; and to make this
imitation as perfect as possible there is set before us also
the method of' Election, that we may choose suoh a state of'
lite as may be aost in accordance with the will of' God; or if'
we are not tree to ma.k:e such a choice, sOJU instructions are
given tor reforming our lite in that state· in wbiab ._ are.
The Third \Yeek takea.the passion of' Christ, the contemplation
of' which begets pity, sorrow, and shame, BDd greatly inflames
our desire of' imitating Him. Lastly the Fourth is concerned
with the Resurrection of' Christ and His glorious appearances,
and 111th the favour a bestowed on us by God, and other like
matters which are calculated to kindle His love in our hearts.w_l_
We IIWit remember that to some extent these Spiritual Exercises stayed with
the Jesuit tor the rest of' lds lite and not only changed Hopkins•• whole
concept of' God and of the purpose of' the universe but continued to iDtluence
hia all his lU'e.

This will be emphatically borne out in my &Dalyaia of'

his poetry.
Now I would like to quote the moat important part of' the Spiritual
Exercises so that we may get a better understanding of' Hopkins•• poetry.

"KaD was created to praise, reTerenoe, and aerTe God, our
Lord. and by this means to save his soul.
Alld other thillga em the f'aoe of' the earth "Wre created
tor JD&D's sake, and ill order te aid hia in the prosecution of
the end tor which be was created.
llbenoe it follcnra, that man ought to make use .of' thea just
so far as they help hila to attaill hie end, and ought to withdraw
biDuselt trOll thea just so tar as they hinder hila.
It is therefore necessary that we should make ourselves
indifferent to all created things ill all that is lett to the
liberty of our tree will, and ie not forbiddenJ in such sort
that we do not tor our 01111 part wish tor · health rather than
sickness, tor "Walth rather than poverty, for honour rather
thBD dishonour, tor a long lite rather than a short one • and
so iD all things, desiring and choosing only that which •Y
lead us more directly to the end tor which we were created.•_li_
In this light it is easy to see Hopkin& justifying the great joy he experienoed. in the external world.

Ill this general 1111.tter BopkiDs was sat-

iafied but when he came to decide whether a caetbing was an aid or a:

- 5hindrance to his attaining the end for which he was created, he ran into
more difficulty.
seven years.

This, of course, explains why he wrote no poetry for

First when he was converted poetr.y seemed to be

and later he feared condemnation and so did not compose.

'vorl~,•

It was only on

the suggestion of his rector that he write a poem, that Hopld.Ds ended his
seven years of poetic inactivity.

This was a

result was The Wreck of the Deutschland.

ve~

good thi.Dg since the

But to continue, here is the

final goal and cl.ilu.x of the entire Spiritual Exereisesz:
"Take, Lord, and receive all -.q liberty, my aemoey, rq
intellect, and all rq will - all that I have and possess.
'l'h011 gavest it to me; to Thee, Lord, I retum itJ All is
Thine, dispose ot it according to all Thy will. Give • Tb1'
love and grace, for this is enough'·. tor ae."
There is every indication in his poetl"J' that Hopkins tried to adhere to
this profession.
It ve stop aDd consider the early Hopkins compared with the Hopkins

or The wreck

W8

immediately notice two great differences.

no longer searching for a JUnifestation of God in

80118

First he is

church; he has

found it in R011an Catholicia; and second he has made the final realiz,..,
ation, which he vaguely perceived in so• ot his earlier poems, that God
manifests Himself in Nature, the exteraal world.

The second view is

supported by Hopkins himself in his prose writings, 'I do not think I
have ever seen aft1thing aore beautifUl than the bluebell I have been
looking atJ I know the beauty of 011r Lord by it. ,_1_
Ia The Wreck

or the

Deutschland, it nov can be seen plainly

that Hopkins 'a disciplining of himself in the opening lilles is a direct
reference to his putting into practice the Spiritual Exercises.

After

addressing God he goes ona:
"Thou hast bound bones and veins in me, fastened me flesh,"
in other words, God created him and all men•

-
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"And after it almost unmade. what with dread,
Thy doing: "
This is an obvious allusion to Hopkins's weak health. the frailness of
his body. which was no doubt heightened by his asoetio treatment of
himaelf. But Hopkins here uses the frailness of his body as an
with his state of mind leading up to his conversion.
a~e

an~logy

He had always been

of the existence of God but the crisis of his spiritual and mental

illness obviously ooourred When he realized that the Church of England
had no revelation of God for him and he could not. for awhl.le. see a
revelation anywhere.

This was a period of dread for him and therefore

he considers that God •almost unmade• his creation. both Hopkins's faith
and Hopkins the physical animal.

Obviously. of course. the mental and

physical frailty ran hand in hand. But God reyealed Himself because

we

hear a
"••••••• and dost thou touoh me afresh?
OYer again I feel thy finger and find thee."
Hopkins wODders it the shipwreck can be another example of' God's power
and mastery; can God really reveal Himaelf in a deed which seems so
disastrous in terms of' the physical world. And in the last line quoted
he feels that the wreck is tbe work of God.
In the second stanza of' the poem Hopkins continues his summation of

his spiritual and emotional experiences.

It is becoming very plain. e't"en

at this stage of the poem, that Hopkins is using the aotual shipwreck
of' the Deutschland as an analogy to his own spiritual storm of the past.
Thus in these linea we see Hopkins actually participating in the storm,
and the storm within Hopkins:
"I did say yea
0 at lightning and lashed rod;"
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he had been enveloped by the storms of doubts and fears but he had
survived them because he had finally recognized Christ and truly turned

to Him.

This is allegorically the same idea as expressed later in the

poem, that by ct;ying in the wreck the nun gained life.

To be more specific,

Hopkins is probably referring to the fact that he had braved the storm
of abuse froa the people he had left behind in the Church of England, when
he turned to Raman Catholicisa.

He goes on to describe this conversiona

"Thou heard.st me truer than tongue confess
terror, 0 Christ, 0 God;"

T~

God really- Ul'lderstood the feelings inside hia, feelings which he hiB.selt
could not express to the outside world.
"Thou knowest the walls, altar and hour and nighta"
This line is a reference to his novitiate as a priest, a period when he
was still beset by manT anxieties; and the t.plication is that God alone
is present with him.

It is the period of contemplation and purgatioll

during which a closer union with God is sO\lght.
stanza n

1::1 the last lines or the

see Hopkins making the final realization of what such a union

really means.

It fills h1a with awe and abject terror and he tries to

express these emotiomby' analogies with the pqsical world and pure
physical toil.
"The swoon of a heart that the sweep and the burl of thee trod
Hard down with a horror of height a
And the midriff astrain with leaning of, laced with fire of stress."
Hopkins realizes that to reach a perfect union with Christ, his heart must
be completely subjugated; • trod hard down'; his surrender must be entire.

The idea of 'a horror of height' is an expression of God's vast complexit.y
which is beyond our comprehension and the contemplation of which is so
awesome as to cause the ~enses to reel.

The whole image was probab~
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suggested, again, by the shipwreck.

It is not difficult to iaagine here

a ship being tossed in a turbulemt sea with its crew straining with might
and main.
In the aext stanza Hopkins tries to describe the awful chase before
a soul is delivered to Christ.

Ma~

critics have compared Hopkins' a

plight in this case, to that of Francis Thompson in The Hound of HeaYene
Thompson was:
"••••••••••••••••• sore adread
Lest, having Him, I 11Ust have naught beside,"
in other words our llhole being, soul, personality must be turned completely
over to Christ. Yet Hopkins seems to go even turther; his chase and
eventua1 capture te.ke on all the proportions of a terrifying ni.ghtmare.
Hopkins seeas to feel that naught but the complete destruction of his 'self'
will satisfy the requirements for a clear 1Tision of God.'
,

"The frown of his face
Before me, the hurtle of hell
Behind, where, where was a, where was a place?"
This image is obviously a description of the death throes ot his surrender
for he imparts the final stages of panic Yery well by' the searching, horrorstruck repetition in the last line.

This idea is bolstered because Hopkins

quickly goes on to tell of his soul 1 s deliverancet
"I whirled out wings that spell
And fled with a fling of the heart to the heart of the Host,".
The word 'spell • has many different shades or meaning but basically it is
either a short period of time or a period of rest and relief.

In either

case 'that spell' here refers to Hopkinstlast, agonizing moments of panic,
before his soul burst from hill metaphorically, and soared, as 1 t were a
bird, to the heart of Christ.

Hopkins probably wishes us to read in both

- 9-

implied meanings.

There is also here a hint of action and reaction as

when tension is applied to an elastic band and suddenly released.

Thus

when Hopkins's soul finally broke loose, its flight to Christ was much
swifter because of the great tension it had endured; and in the last
quoted line the illage is made more concrete by the soul being propelled
as it were 'with a fling of the heart• as if by a catapult. 'When the
surrender came it vas complete and by' this Hopkins implies that a soul's
surrender to Christ is its only deliverance.
The last lines of this stanza compare the heart to a homing pigeon:
"My heart, but you were dovewinged, I can tell,
Carrier-witted, I am bold to boast,
To f'lash from the flame to the fiame then, tower from the grace
to the grace."
The iaage of the dove here used is ver,y apt because it not onlr represents
the flight of Hopkins'ssoul but also, since the dove is the

~bol

imparts soae notion of the comfort its very f'light brought to hilll.

of peace,
The

bird :iJiage is continued, with the emphasis now on the instinct or the holling
pigeon.

Just as such a bird, when set loose will eventually find its way

home or die in the attempt, so

Hopkins~soul

reached its resting place, not

really knowing why but guided by' a complex power beyond its comprehension.
Howeftr, Hopkins is vain enough· to boast of the accomplishment of his
instinct. The

~ge

of the last line is a difficult one to construe and

one would probably need a detailed knowledge of theology to realize its
implications bu.t if we imagine the pigeon, Hopkinst soul, in its flight
through stol"JI1' skies to Christ, stc:>:J!'19' because peace can oome ool:r when
a safe ha'Y8D is reached, 'the flame to the fl&l'lle' becomes retributive
lightning and a ~bol for the Holy Ghost.~ Thus, once the bird is free
froa fear of destruction, its comprehension of God 1 s complexities becomes

greater.

This also is the view

10
o~

-

Roman Catholicism to which Hopkins

striotly adhered.
In the next stanza we find Hopkins
mystio way of spiritual salvation.
we

r~&y

concludin~

his thoughts on the

Throughout these first four stanzas

observe Hopkins • s use or images be a Oiling aore and more a oaplex as

he tries to impart at least some impressions of his spiritual experiences.
The impact of the shipwreck on his mind oauaed

h~

to reoall these spiritual

emotions and so we get a natural progression from the relatively simple
ship image in the first stanza to the metaphysical images of this stanza.
The growing complexity of thought in these stanzas has a

parallel in Hopkins's

increasing difficulty in expressing his feelings as he approaches the ultimate

ot religious ecstasy. Also it DJAY be seen that each stanza is a miniature
ot the tour oombined, retelling some aspeot ot his experience.
"I aa soft aitt
Ifl an hourglass - at the wall

Fast, but mined with a motion, a drift,
And it orowde and it combs to the tall;".

An hourglass is a simple image in itselt and the obvious
the passage ot time.

~plication

is

Also implied in the opening lines is Hopkins's

plastic personality whioh he moulded, with God•s help, into a temple tor
the adoration and glorification ot God.

There probably is a hint in •sift,•

with its idea of purification, of Hopkins • s moving, in point

ot time, from

the darkness of the Church of England to a state of grace in the Church of
ROJD.8 •

The image of the hourglass, a small almost insignificant objeot, may
be said to represent the body 'Which Hopkins considers to be leas important
than the soul.

But in the remainder ot the stanza Hopkins tried to give

yet another impression ot the development ot his spiritual lite, whioh lite
for him is essential;
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"I steady as a water in a well, to a poise, to a pane;
But roped with, always, all the way down from the tall
Fells or flanks or the voel, a vein
Ot the gospel proffer, a pressure, a principle, Christ's gitt."
We are told that •the voel• is a mountain in North Wales and since'a vein'
is a little stream the obvious image in these lines is little streams of
water running do1111 the sides of a mountain.

In tact this is a common

occurrence in Wales after a rain storm. Hopkins is comparing himself to
a little well or water at the toot ot a mountain, which is undisturbed
and oalm, •to a poise•.

The phrase •to a pane' suggests glass and is

therefore a reference to the comparatively clear and pure condition of
the pool.

•But roped with• suggests a connection or being tied to and

in this way Hopkins the pool, is tied to the height or Christ by the little
ropes or water which t l - down the side of the mountain and which periodically refresh him and bolster his spirit.

These refreshing streams con-

sist in some inspiration tram the gospel, some pressure which toroes him
to a new realisation; all gifts from Christ.

The image of the hourglass

and that of the well are obviously meant to be taken as a contrast and
the inference is that as the physical lite

diaintegrat~s

the spiritual

lite is built upl this can be achieved only by faith and grace.
After this treatment of hisapiritual experiences Hopkins attempts to
express, in stqza 5, the mystic revelation of God in the beauty ot nature.
It is almost aa if Hopkins felt he had tailed in his attempt to express the
theological and ritualistic forms ot revelation and so turne to something
more tangible, the beauty ot nature, to help him communicate his ideas.
"I kiss my hand
To the stars, lovely - asunder
Starlight, n.f'iiing hi& out ot it; and
Glow, glory in thunder;
Kias my hand to the dappled...with-damson west:".

... 12 -·

Kissing of the hand in this marmer is an act of supreme admiration; an
expression of superlative adoration and love.

These feelings are expressed

towards the stars and more.especially towards the vast infinity of the
heavens, 'lovely-asunder,' which gives a hint of the vastness and complexity ot God Himself; indeed Hopkins directly sees a revelation of God
in it, 'wafting him out or it 1 •

But Hopkins continues that God is not

only revealed in nature at peace, in a tranquil state, He also appears
in nature in turmoil.

Hence we have Hopkins, not only glorying in thunder,

bnt glowing as if he had been illuminated, as indeed he felt he had.

In

the next line Hopkins is talking, not so much aboo.t the vastness of the
universe aDd of God, as the sheer beauty of the world.

God is present

her& alsoa
"Since, tho' he is under the world's splendour and wonder,
His M¥Stery must be instressed, stressed;".
Even in this idea we have an analogy to God; the impression one gets is
that the nearer one comes to earth the farther one is from God.

Thus

Hqpkins has a much more vivid perception of God in the vastness of the
uniTerse than he has in his description of the horizon,
damson west•.

1

the dappled-with-

The implication is, of course, that the nearer one is to

'worldly' things, the farther one is away from God.

This epitomizes

Hopkins \:1 problem in his early poetry; he found great joy in nature but
coo.ld not justif;r that joy; now because of his religious training he sees
God in nature.

But eTen with this reTelation we haTe only a hint of God 1 s

mystery, therefore it must be 1instressed, stressed', it must be dwelled
upon, emphasi·ZIIi, its m&DY" associations must be realized, berore we can
realq feel its vivid impact.
Hopkins concludes the stanzaa

This is very difficult to do, and therefore

- 13 "For I greet him the days I meet him. and bless When I understand."
He knows God is revealed in nature but it is seldom that he gets a direct
revelation.

The main idea behind this stanza is that God•s

r~velation

of Himaelf in nature does not depend on reason but that God orders the
direct manifestations of Himself to the individual.
In stanza 6 the idea of revelation in nature is continued. and is
used as a superstructure for a much more profound idea;
~ot out of his bliss
Springs the stress felt
Nor first from heaven (and few know this)
Swings the stroke dealt
"•

The real import of the consideration and revelation of God is not to be
found in the great joy He imparts. nor is it through contemplation of
heaven. And Hopkins interjects that this is realized by all too few people.
Then he turns to divine revelation in nature and says that the real stress
is not here either:
"Stroke and a stress that stars and storms deliver.":
it is not by any ot these:
"That guilt is hushed by. hearts are flushed by and melt

"•

In other words not by these things is guilt mollified. or are hearts

made pure and thereby moulded to suit God's purpose. No:
"But it rides time like riding a river
'~d here the faithful waver. the faithless table and miss.)"
Hopkins goes on in the next stanza to name speoifically the real import
of God's revelation. but it is just as evident in this stanza.

The call

ot the Cross •rides time•. inviting man to his own redemption and salvation.
It is in the expression of these ideas that we oan see the great impact
of Hopkins•• religious training on his mind.

The Spiritual Exercises

opened for him What John Pick has called 'Hopkins's new vision of the world.•!

- 14Not only was he changed spiritually but the physical world took on a
new signit.Lcance for him under their influence.

Hopkins reels that a

full understanding of the Incarnation is so difficult to grasp that even
the faithful sometimes tend to lose faith, and the faithless tend to miss
the point entirely.
1 ill

This, of course, is a reference to his own days '

error'• as well as to all who are not 'in the true faith '•
The remaining stanzas of Part the First of the poem haYe an emphatic

1 but t

in front or them.

nation are

1 the

They all tell hov Christ Is Passion and !near-

stress felt', how redemptive grace has been imparted by'

them.
"It dates froa day
Of his going in OalileeJ"
The principle began when Christ walked the earth as a mortal man.

Its

begiDDings were thus 1
"Warm-laid grave of a womb-life greyJ
Manger, maiden's knee;"
Christ came into the world. to save sinners and this was ,.ceomplished by'
his Death and Passion, hence the manger is referred to as a •warm-laid
graTe 1 and associatioa of
Christ's mortal birth.

1•iden 1 s

It is

1 grey 1

knee 1 and 'a womb-life grey'• suggests
because it is inevitable that Christ

undergo great agoey and because of this idea the womb and grave are looked
upon as symbols of the same principle.

Tbe culmination of this idea, for

Hopkins, and the reason why the womb and the grave are the saae, is the
belief' that only through Death can we gain everlasting life, and this was
made possible for us

by~

"The dense and the driven Passion, and frightfUl sweat;
Thence the discharge of it, there its swelling to be,"•

15 The compelled suffering or Christ and the oQapletion of His God-sent
duty, must swell to such proportions that all the world will come to
reali~e

ita

si~ificanoe.

Ita great message is that Death oan be

oonquer.ed and eventually will be.

So great hope:

"Though felt before, though in high flood yet llha.t none would have known of it, only the heart, being hard at bay
Is out with it~"
Here we hear Hopkins aayingJ although God has revealed Himself and His
purpose in many ways before and still does, most notably in nature. yet
it was Christ's Passion which most fully revealed God to man. Where
reason falls short in understanding the

tm~ort

of the Passion, the heart

and faith take over and in this sense the heart is 'hard a't? bay' to reason.
Thia, of course, ia yet another expression of Hopkins's main thesis.
The eighth stanza is a direct continuation of the seventh, indeed
they are linked. not only by idea, but by a joining sentence. When the
heart reaches ita ul+.imate revelation.
"••••••••••••••••~••••••••Ch

We lash with the beat or worst
Word lastl".
We •word' ourselves, w say what we are.

Then Hopkins draws from nature

to help hiD express What happens to the heart or aoul in this moment of
triumph.
"•••••·•How a lush-kept plush-capped sloe
Will, mouthed to flesh-burst.
Gush\ - flush the 1II8.D the being with it, sour or sweet,
Brim, in a flash, full1 • "
Just as the sloe, the dark purple.

sh~rply

sour tasting fruit of the

blackthorn, will gush forth ita juioe When it is bitten, so the heart,
in this
moment of
conception, flushes and makes pure the whole being of
.
.
man. completely, brimfull, and in an instant.

It 11 as if we can taste
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ourselves, onr inmost being, at this instant.
that th:f.s is exactly what Hopkins meant.

Indeed there is evidence

In his CoJIDilentary on the

Spiritual Exercises he saysa
"•••••••I consider m.y self-being, ~consciousness
and feeling of ~self, that taste of .,self, of I and me
above and in all things, which is more distinctive than
the taste of ale or alua, more distinctive thaD the smell
of walm:a.tleaf or OIIIIPhor, alld is incommunicable by an;y means
to another man •••••••"• _8
Hopkins concludes the stanzaa
"••••••••Hither then, last or first,
To hero of Calvar;r, Christ 1 s feet -Never ask it meaning it, wanting it, warned of it - men go."
This, of course, can only be a direct reference to

Hopk:iu~

own conversion.

Whether it happens early or late in life, or indeed if the state has alwa;ys existed, men must surrender theuelves completely to Christ, which

can be a dire experience as we have seen in the case or Hopkins.

It

men feel the need for salvation, it is never a question of their knowing
the meaning of their desire, or whether they realq want it or have beea
forewarned of itJ it is inevitable that the;y struggle for a

1

vision or

God'•
Ha'ri.ng reasoned thus far in the poem Hopkins next offers a prayer
to God; pleading with Hi.JI to help men in their search tor Himt.
"Be adored among men,
God, three-mmbered f'ol"'llJ 1 ,
This is an obvious allusion to the Christian concept of the Hol;y Trinit;y.
"Wring thy rebel, dogged in den,
Man's malice, vith wrecking and storm. n
Master the rebel in raan, his conscious ill will, which is an unchristian
concept here analogous with a snarling beast in its den.

The image is

an apt one for such an animal will die rather than surrender and be pacified
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and, of eout·se, this death in Hopkins'seoneept is the complete immolation

ot a soul in Christ. Can we not also hear an echo of Hopkins'spast here?
His soul, like a savage animal, refused to be pacified by the Church of
England, but destroyed itself by joining the Church of
gained a complete 'vision of God'•
feels,
Wreck

1 with

·~c~"...the

wrecking and storm. 1

R~

and thereby

This help froa God must came, Hopkins
Not only physical storms as in The

Deutschland, but inner turmoils such as drove Hopkins him-

self' to a more complete realization of God.
"Beyond saying sweet, past telling or tongue,
Thou art lightning and love, I found it1 a wint~r and warm; ".
Hopkins here finds it most difficult to express his thoughts; God is
manifest in violence and gentleness, He is cold and warm at the same time
aad yet somehow this is not a contradiction.

Also here again is a hint

of the cold, bleak period leading up to the final surrender of' a soul to
Christ.
"Father and fondler of' heart than hast wrung~
Hast thy dark descending and most art merciful then."
The words

1thoo.

hastvrung' suggest the great torment or conversion and

are heightened b,y 1thy dark descending•, which indicates the awfUl void
in which Hopld.ns'B"SSul searched for light.

When that light finally eme

the relief was 11111ch greater because of the former grief and may be eonstrued as being part of God's mercy.

We Jlllst remember, in this study,

that the ideas of conversion and surrendering his soul to Christ are
identical in Hopkins 1sconeept.
In the final stanza of Part the First Hopkins hastens to warn us
that God 1 s purpose, in ita deeper significance, is not always made known
to us in the foregoing manner.

Sometimes we are aade aware of' the awful,

mystical element of God's being in a ver,y forcefUl, violent mannera
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~ith an anvil-ding
And with fire in him forge thy will".

But Hopkins would prefer this method:
"Or rather. rather than, stealing as Spring
Through him melt him but master him still:".
Obviously Hopkins had been converted by the first method but he would
like, if it is possible, for Christ to capture souls in a much leas
violent manner.

However the end is the same; God is the master. But

Hopkins hastens to add that the manner of conversion is not really important, the paramount thing is that man should gain a vision of God:
~ether

at once. as once at a crash Paul

Or as Austin, a lingering-out sweet skill,

Make • mercy in all of us • out of us all
Kastery. but be adored, but be adored King."
It does not really matter whether conversion oooura in an instant or over
a long period; but God must •be adored• as the Master and above all as
the King, the omnipotent Creator and PreserTer.
Here is a good point at Which to pause and attempt to indicate
the overall theme of The wreak of the Deutschland and to place it in ita
proper perspeotive in relation to the other •mature' poems and the general
theme of this thesis. As I have stated, the whole meaning of the poem
is summed up in one line:
"••••••••••••••••••••••••••• the Kaster,
Ipse, the only one. Christ, King, Head:"•
I have partially explained this assertion earlier and I shall return to
it later. Now I W»uld like to recall the state of Hopkins's religious
and spiritual development at the time of composition.

Be had written

no poetry for seven years but he had undergone nearly six years of
philosophical and theological studies, the training of a Jesuit novitiate. And shortly after he wrote The Wreck he was ordained to the

- 19 priesthood.

This means that at the time or the composition or the poem

Hopkins had developed his final concept of God and God's relationship
to man.

Guided by the Spiritual Exercises or St. Ignatius and the

doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church he had finalized his 'vision'of
God'.

And since we know that all the sentiments and ideas expressed in

The Wreck are authentic and truly represent·ative of Hopkins II feelings,
we may assume that the poem is Hopkins's poetic statement of his spiritual
development and moreover, or the final concept of his religious beliefs.

.... :.)"'), '··
r ~...AI\

Thus 'l'he Wreck of the Deutschland is by" far the most important statuaent
or Hopkins's religious and spiritual development as well as the greatest
single contribution to the daonstration or rq thesis.

-

In effect The

Wreck stands as a c0DIIIl9ntaey on Hopkins ls struggle to gain a 'vision or
God 1 and as a final statement or that 'vision•.

I shall show later that

Hopkins '• concept or God and His purpose never changed but that he em:phasizled
different aspects of the relationship between God and man

a~

different

periods in his "mature'' poetry.
The poem shows Hopkins expressing his own spiritual development and
comparing his experiences to those of the nun.

But throughout the whole

poemJ either by implication or by direct assertion, runs one main theme,
to gain salvation man must imitate Christ.

Everything that man does

should be dedicated to the greater honour and gloey or God; man Jm~St be
completely subservient to the will or God.

I shall demonstrate later

that this is the theme which motivates all of Hopkins's •mature' poems.
'

He contemplates God as revealed in natureJ man's purpose in life and his
own 'dark night or the soul', but always we will hear him crya
'~e

fathers-forth whose beauty is past changer
Praise him."
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Part the Second of The Wreck of the Deutschland opens with stanza
11 of the poem.

In Part the First we have seen Hopjins telling of his

own spiritual development and striving to express the profound emotions
which he had experienced.

Having been prompted by the shipwreck to all

this discussion.he again returns to the idea of his initial stanza - can
God really reveal Himself in such a dire occurrence as a shipwreck?
Hopkins knows that this must be so, but realizes that almost always mortal
man can see no purpose in such acts.

Therefore he calls upon faith to

dispel · all doubts and fears during such eventsa
"Some :find ms a sword; some
The flange and the rail; name
Fang, or flood' goes Death on drum,
And storms bugle his fame."
He asks for some weapon to fight off the loss of faith, and here the sword
maybe a symbol or faith itself.

In the next image Hopkins asks for more

protection, some rail or bulwark of safety around him which will ward
off all assailing doubts and fears.

There is also the hint that 1The

flange and the rail', represent the Catholic Church, since 1 rail 1 might
imply an altar rail and flange is a projecting flat rim, a collar or rib•
It is not difficult to imagine Hopkins combining the idea of an altar
rail and a flange with the image of the Catholic Church as a great protective
bastion or rib around the 'f'aithtul'.

Be that as it may Hopkins certainly

regards the Church as his protecting ribs.

we get death s,ymbolized

b,y

In the concluding lines quoted

violence; the force of storms, the ruthlessness

of fire, the savagery of animal onslaught and the fierceness of floods,
all of Which are instruments of death.

Also in these lines we ean hear

the sound of muffled drums, which has become associated with funeral

-
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processiODs, and thus death has become synODymous with turmoil in
nature.

This, of' course. is what Hopkins is fighting against; he prays

for faith so that God•s purpose in such events may be truly revealed to
us.
Hopkins goes OD ill the next line to explain 'Why this situation exists:
"But we dream we are rooted in earth - Dust'"
It is difficult to see past our own oiroumatrmcea and even more difficult
to visualise tbat which we have never experienced.

Therefore it is under-

standable, when we are worried about an atter lite. that we tall back on
the old idea •trOll. dust we came to dust •

shall return•.

But Hopkins

dispels this idea by saying that •we dream• when we think such things;

we do not uae our powers of reasoning, and the logical culmlDatiOD of'
this idea is again the .aiD point of Part the Firat • that Christ's
Resurrection forever dispelled doubts as to an afterlife.
"Flesh falls within sight of us. wa. though our flower the same,
Wave with the aeadow. forget that there aust
The sour sythe crillge. and the blear share come."
Here we come to the idea which Hopkins
phatioally.

~ts

to communicate most em-

Although we see signs of death all around us • we do

warning but •waye with the raeadow•.

~ct

take

In other words we are inclined to

be influenced by mr,re pleasant things 'When danger is far away.

The

implioatiOD is that unless we truly turn to Chriat and surrender ourselYes CQnpletely, then •Dust' will be the end.

But being preoccupied

with temporal matters, we forget that death. •the sour acythe• • will gather
us in, will make us oriJlge in fear and hopelessness.

~d

the tiDal image

is of the dull ploughshare. again death, as it tears up even the roots
that we have in earth.

-
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In stanza 12 Hopkins moves quickly into a description or the ship•

wreck itself.

He follows closely the contemporary newspaper accounts

or the disaster ....2....
"OD Satwday sailed from Bremen,
American-outward-bound.
.
Take settler and seamen, tell men with wvmen.
Two hundred souls in the round--".
A.t'ter this

p~eoe

ot description. Hopkins again returns to his wondering&;

is God really present in such an event?
"O Father. not under thy feathers nor ever as guessing
Thy goal was a shoal of a fourth the do0111 to be drOWD.ed; ".
Could God stand by and permit the wreck?

The stanza concludes with a

coJibined iaage drawn frOJil architecture and navigation:
"Yet did the dark side of the bay of thy blessing
Bot vault thea., the millions of rounds of thy mercy not reeve

even thea in'Z"•
The 'dark side' ot God's blessing is a reference to the fact that wa
oaunot always see the purposeia God's deeds and therefore since we
oumot Ullderatand why God should allow the wreck to happen we are 'in the
dark'.

The •bay• may be syabolio ot God's :aaeroy which covera or vaults

the taithtul with a protective roof of bleseing.

A similar analogy

would be the darkened condition ot a great cathedral at dusk. We blow
that the vaults are abOYe us :.»ut. we C&Dilot quite perceive them..

The

nautical ima.ge mentioaed earlier is that ot 'reeve', meaning to tie to
or make fast to.
or in one sense.
In stanza

13

The poet asks it God's boundless mercy has tied fast,
~thered

in the UDtortunatee iD the disaster.

the description of the shipwreck is continued but now

Hopkins has adopted a much more elaborate style than he had employed in
the earlier descriptions of the ships

- 2.3 ..

"Into the snows she sweeps,
Hurling the haven behind,
The Deutschland, on SundayJ and so the sk,y keeps,
For the infin~te air is unkind,
And the sea flint-flake, black-backed in the regular blow,
Sitting Eastnoreast, in cursed quarter, the windJ"•
Even in such a passage we get a hint of the vast complexity of God and
the common occurrence of-misconstruing His purpose,

1

the infinite air is

unkind'; and also an impression is given of the difficulty of perceiving
His true purpose and the tendency to identify some of His more fierce
manifestations such as storms with evil.
1black-backed 1

1

Thus we have •runt-flake•,

and the wind 1in cursed quarter'•

Next we come to the

aforementioned elaborate lineaa
WWir,y and white-fUry and whirlwind-swivelled snow
Spins to the widow-making unchilding unfathering deeps"•
Again an impression of the harshness, the seeming lack of purpose and
even cruelty in nature.

And finally a description of the actual wrecka

"She drove in the dark to leewa~ 1
She struc~not a reef or a rock
But the combs of a smother ot sand; night drew her
Dead to the Kentish Knock;
.
And she beat the bank down .with her bows and the ride of her keel;
The breakers rolled on her beam with ruinous shock;
And canvas and compas, the whorl and the wheel
Idle for ever to •t't her or wind her with, these she endured."
In the next stanza Hopkins returns, in point of time, to the plight
of the ship amid the storm and gives a very vivid impression of the terrible
fear and agoey and turmoil which must have occupied the minds of the people
onboard the ship.

Here again the actual stonn at sea is symbolic of the

storms in the minds of' the unfortunates and may even be said, at least,
to suggest the great

1

stol"lll' which Hopkins himself had. endured.

Hope had grown grey hairs,
Hope had mourning on,
Trenched with tears, carved with cares,
Hope was twelve hours gone 1
11
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Nor rescue. oaly rocket and lightship. shone.
And lives at last were washing away:
To the shrouds they took - they shook in the hurling and
horrible &ira."
Thus we oan see that in the poem there are several levels of interpretation1 first we have the shipwreck prompting Hopkins to recall his spiritual
experiences; then the shipwreck as a new manifestation of God's glory and
mastery: and later on Hopkins visualizing the nun going through a spiritual
experience similar to his own.
The whole ahipwreok is symbolic to Hopkins, not only as a new revelation
of God. but as an analogy with his own turmoil of the past, and the end result
ia the same in both oases.

The nun gained salvation through death and

Hopkins and all Christiana gain salvation through oaaplete surrender to
Chriat.

In the next stanza we hears

"ODe stirred from. the rigging to save
The wild woma:a.-kind below
·
With a rope's end round the JUD. handy and brave He was pitohed to his death at a blow
For all his dreadnought breast and braids of thew;
They could tell him tor hours, dandled the to and fro
Through the oobbled foam-fleece, wbat . oould he do
With the burl of the fountains of air, back and the flood of
the wave?"
Again we see an impression of the futility of attempting to compete against
the elements, and as such. the stanza is analogous to the terrible hounding
of Hopkins until. aa with the nun. complete salvation was gained by destructiODJ in her case death and in Hopkins's the destruction of his •self'
tor no other purpose thm to serve and glorify God.
Having given an almost factual aooount of the wreak Hopkins goes on
in stanza

17 to give a very impressionistic view of the high points of

the physical tunuil as well as to convey an impression of the mental

-
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anguish ot the uatortunatea.
"They fought with God' a co.ldAnd they could not and f'ell to the deck
(Crushed them) or water (and drowned them) or rolled
With the sea-romp over the wreck."
Hopkins har.e

ma~iticently

reoreates the oontusion en the ship by his

contused rendering in these lines.

In the excitement he almost becomes

one of' those ODboard ship, and in his contusion identities the ship iteelt as a living object, •the deck (Crushed them)•.
shows also the sta'te of' mind of' the Ullf'ortunates J
and f'ull ot panio.
~.

This identification

miB.ds

devoid or reason

In the next linea the storm is at its rerocicus height

.'

and oontusion and ohaos reip supreJU:

. ~-~

At this moment, llhen all seems lost, when utter md complete destruction

~

"Night roared, with the heart-break bearing a heart-broke rabble,
The woman's wailing, the crying of' child without check-."

seema inevitable&
"•••• a lioness arose breasting the babble,
A prophetess towered in the tumult, a virginal tongue told."
Just as a lioness, whn aroused, i l a more f'ierce champion of' the young
than the male, so the nun rose to the occasion and brought hope where
there bad been none.

She is regarded as •a prophetess' because she tore-

told that i t a disaster were to ocour, it would be God•s will and abe
•towered• above the rest because, Hopkins regards her as a much greater
and more complete being than the rest.
the nun in the poem.

This is the real significance ot

Hopkins sees her reading, in the world about her,

the message ot Christ calling her to the Cross.
At this point Hopkins himself breaks into the poem and questions
his own emotions.

The complete emotion expressed here is essentially

the same as the effect or catharsis experienced in great tragedy; the
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f'eeliDg of joy and profound pleasure to be found in seemingly disastrous
experiences.
"Ah, touched in your bower or bone
Are you L turned tor an exquisite smart,
Have youL"'
The vision of' the nun towering in the tumult, tills him with •exquisite'
pain; his emotions arG very concentrated at this moment but he finds great
difficulty in expressing thems
"•••••••make words break from me here all alone,
Do youL"
There ia also a hint here that if Hopkins had some poetic impulse to lead
htm. ao.me inspiration as proportionally great as the nun's, then he would
have little difficulty ill expressing his thoughts. Next Hopkins points out
the great difficulty ill being a Chriltian. EYen though all men live in
some degree of. sin, yet a certain amount of truth is permitted to them:
"•••••other of beiag in me, heart,
0 unteachably after evil, but uttering truth,
Why, tearsL ia it?"
The major image in these linea is the heart, faith as opposed to reason.
Where reason breaks dOWD faith takes O'ler and guides unerringly to the
Cross.

This ia the nun's torte and the realization of this brings tears

.to Hopkins, an emotional display which at the moment he feels to be quite
inadequate as an expression of the nun's triumph:
"••••• tears; such a melting, a madrigal start'"
Then he forsakes reason, in his attempt to explain the cathartic effect

ot the nun's plight, and addresses his heart again:
ftJever-eldering revel and river of youth,
What can it be, this glee?"
The heart, symbolizi.Dg faith tor Hopkins, is a timeless souroe or joy and
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oomtort to him and to all Christians. and thus again he puts the question;
why do I glean pleasure from such an event?

this

a~ost

And the answer comes • in

rhetorical question:

"••••• the good you have there of your own?"
This line. as W. B. Gardner has pointed out in a note. is an important
10
key to the symbolism ot the poem.-- The heart. faith. has taken over
both tor Hopkins and the nun and both are thus as it were kindred spirits.
The wreok is a symbol or Hopkins's own struggle to realize God and the nun
makes the same realization in the actual wreck.

ADd in this manner Hopkins

actually participates in his old storm all over again.

Hopkins hilll8elf'

oonfirm.s this view in stanza 29:
"Read the unshapeable shook night
And kD. . the who and the why J" e
This then is the solution; these seemingly disastrous events give, pleasure
beoause they reveal God. however nebulous that revelation may be.
Stansa 19 brings us back to the nun:
"Sister. a sister calling
A master. her master and mine\-"
She calls to Christ to 'ooms quickly•.

Thus we see the nun assailed by

the elements, as BopktDs had been tormented by the 'elements' or his
mind:
"And the inboard seas run swirling and bawling;
The rash amart sloggering briDe
Blinds her J "•
the salt. smarting sea water pummels at her body and blinds her physical
being but spiritually she is illum:buLted by divine revelation.
"••••••but she that weather see one thing. one;
Bas one retch in her&"•
She has one stratagem, one expedient left; safety may yet be at hand
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even if death be imminent.
"••••••• she rears herself to divine
Ears, and the call or the tall nun
To the men in the tops and the tackle rode over the storm's
brawling."
Again this is a reference to her calling upon Christ and with His help
she becomes an inspiration and a comfort to the crew and all onboard.
In that sense her 'call rode over the storm's brawling', and that is why
she is

1

the tall nun'; her stature as a spiritual being is much greater

than that or the others.
She was first of a five and came
or a coifed sisterhood."
11

The fact that there were five nuns was probably very significant for
HopKins; five being the number or Christ's wounds.

Therefore he probably

regarded the five exiled Francisan nuns as the s,ymbol of Sacrifice and
the Heavenly Reward.
110 Deutschland, double a desperate nameJ
0 world wide or its goodl"

Here we get Hopkins'aview or good and evil which may be identified with
one thing; Deutschland is a 'doubly desperate name' because not only does
it represent the grave plight of the nuns but it also points out the way
in which the nuns have been treated by their fellow men; they are exiles
from Deutschland (Germany) •

But the next line completes the contrast;

the wreck is a good thing because God is a part or it and thus salvation
is gained through destruction.

We must think back and remember that this

was the exact requirement of salvation for Hopkins and still is,. and thus
we have another parallel between Hopkins and the onn.

But the nun re•

presents much more; she ~bolizes the agonizing pleas or all suffering
humanity.

The poet next employs a concrete example to show, to his

I

-
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satisfaction. that good and evil oan exist in the same thing or place.
"But Gertrude. lily. and Luther. are two or a town.
Christ's lily and beast of' the waste wood:"
Gertrude was a German saint and mywtio who lived in a oonvent near
Eisleben. Luther's birthplace. and the implication is that Gertrude. the
lily. represents a state of' grace within the Catholic Church.

~ereas

Luther • who broke with the Church. is a beast in the waste wood. which
here is the state of' living without a revelation of God. Here we see

'

;.

a point -.de earlier. that having a •vision ot God• and adhering to the
precepts ot the Catholic Church mean the same thing to Hopkins • There
is no middle roadJ either one adheres and is saved or one disbelieves
and ia doomed:
"From lite' a dawn it is drawn down.
Abel is Cain's brother and breasts they have sucked the same."
This image bolsters ita predecessor and addawelgbt to the original thesis

r

tlat good and evil can exist iD the same event or object; the wreck ot

~

•

[

the Deutschland.
Staa&a 21 continues Hopkins's discussion of' the nuns.

They were:

"Loathed tor a love men knew in thea.•
that is they were despised because ot their protessiOD of love tor Christ

"Banned by the land of' their birth.
Rhine refused them."
They had been condemned and exiled from Germany but worse stills
"••••••Thames would ruin them;"
as it did iD this maanera
"Surf' • snow. river and earth
Gnashed:".
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All the elements combined to dash the Deutschland at the mouth or the
Thames and the whole catastrophe is made more vivid by this image ot the
elements. the Thames and the sand bar combined as a vicious animal.
determined to destroy the ship and its occupants.

It is almost as it

the disaster had been preordained; an idea expounded in the rest of the
stanza;
"•••~

•• :but thou art above. thou Orion of light;"•

This is Hopkins's final statement or belief on the presence

or

God in the

disaster; he was the Prime Kover_!!, 'Orion of light' is the Great Bunter.
God. who searches for and tracks the souls of men in order to illuminate
them

~th

his truth.
"Thy unchanoelling poising palma were weighing the word.
Thou martyr-master:~

A chancel 1s the eastern part or a church reaerYed tor the clergy and
railed ott. thus here •unchancelling• means that it seemed to the unfortunates on the ship that they were outside the protecting rail or
God•s graoe; but 1D reality God was looking over them.

•Thou ms.rtyr•

master• IIUBt mem that God Biuelt had caused the nuns to be exiled
tr0111. Germany so that "their faith and fortitude might be tested by ordeal
and death."~ In the concluding linea of the stanza Hopkins expresses
his firm. belief iD . GC?d•a ultimate goodneaa and mercy:
". • • • • • • • • 1D thy s i •g bt
Storm flakes were scroll-leaved flowers. lily showers-sweet
heaven was astrew 1D them."
In God's sight suffering assumed for the sins or the 'WOrld. whether it

be through persecution or by personal denial. ia a form or beauty. 'lhua
the •storm flakes• because of their participation in the event are transformed into lilies. the symbol of purity and nearness to God.

•scroll•

- 31 leaved flowers 1 is possibly a reference to the Bible and old prophetic
books and thus mean that Heaven shall be gained because of the ordeal.
This is essentially the meaning of the last image as well.
Suddenly the full impact of the s.y.mbolic number five hits the poet:
"Fivel the finding and sake
And cipher of suffering Christ."
'The finding' is a device, an invention, the means by Which we 'find'
Christ.

Hopkins himself has defined his use of 1 sake 1 in a letter to

· Robert Bridges.!l
"Sake is a word I find it convenient to use~ It is the
sake of 'for the sake or•, forsake, namesake, keepsake. I
mean by it the being a thing bas outside itself, as a voice
by it• echo, a face b,y its reflectioa1 a body b,y its shadow,
a man by his name, trame, or memory, and also that in the
thing by virtue of which especially it has this being abroad,
and that is so•thing distinctive, marked, specifically or
individually speaking, as for a voice and echo clearness; for
a reflected image light, brightness; for a shadow-casting body
bulk; for a man genius, great achievements, amiability and so
on."
Thus 'the finding and sake 1 might be termed the 'index and sign 1 of Christ
and, of course, there is the ever present implication that through Christ's
suffering, the salvation of the world was ensured.

But Hopkins adds a

sobering notes
~ark, the mark is of man's make
And the word of it Sacrificed."

Always remember, states Hopkins, that man not only caused Christ's suffering
but necessitated it.
"But he scores it in scarlet himself on his own bespoken,
Before-time-taken, dearest prized and priced;·"·
God in the past has touched some of his more faithfUl servants with tokens
of His suffering.

This is probably a direct reference to historical fact

but could it not also refer to God's testing of the nuns and to all Christians

- 32 placed in similar circumstances?

Hopkins goes on to name some of these

•emblems• a
"Stigma, signal, cinquefoil token
For lettering of the lamb's neece, ruddying ot the rose-f'lake."
All of these signs, the f'ive wounds, the five leaved plant or figare, are
pe~nent

vation.

marks in the nash of Christ, symbolizing, as I have said• sal-

The last image may be best explained by quoting from one of Hop..

ld.ns t. earlier poems, Rosa Mzstica, in which the Rose is Christ.
''What was the eolc:ur of' that Blossom brightt
White to begin with, immaculate white.
But what a wild flush on the flakes of it stood,
When the Rose ran in crimsoning down the Cross-wood."
Thus essentially the image is a repetition of the

1 lamb 1 s

!.leeee 1 •

This discussion of' stigmata naturally leads Hopkins to mention St.
Francis who

r nO.~

only bore such tokens but was able to show his love for

Christ through them.
"Joy tall to thee, father Francis 1
Drawn to the Life ~hat diedJ
With the gnarls of the nails in thee, niche of' the lance, his
Lovescape crucified
And seal of his seraph-arrivall"
•Loves_cape' is• of course, the pat1;ern of' Christ 1 s wounds which St. Francis
bore and 'seraph-arrival' • with its notion of celestial being, indicates
that St. Francis 'a stigmata were a sign that Christ was truly dwelling in

him.

In the last lines of the stanza Hopkina is reminded of the five

~ns, which number had caused his digression from the shipwreck itself'.

"•••••••and these thy daughters
And five-lived and leaved favour and pride";
he visualizes the nuns as a cinquefoil• each of them a separate being
but all joined in a common plight, purpose and favour.
of' Christ,

These, the 'pride'

-
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"Are sisterly sealed in wild waters,
To bathe in his fall-gold meroies, to breathe in his allfire glances."
Here we get the same symbolic uae of the storm as before; the nuns are
being tested by God and if they keep faith, their aalvatiQD will be assured.
Thus, as before

we

see the combination ot two almost opposite concepts

merging into the same idea.

By holding tai th the nuns will be • sealed •

in God's •mercy' as they had been in the •wild waters • • This idea has
become so constant with Hopkins that, in these linea, he identities them
as one concept; that God .is actually present in the storm itself and it
thil were perceived by the sutfere.r s then their •exquisite smart• would
have beea as great as was Hopkins's in writing about it.
lD a mapiticent oontr.ast the poet continues in stanza

24:

"A•y ill the loveable west,
OD a pastoral forehead of Wales,
I was under a roof' here, I was at rest,
ADd they the prey of the ~lea:•.
In an instant we are plucked froa the heaving deck of the Deutschland,

tram amid the 'horrible airs•, tram the midst ot chaos, fear and death,
and placed dom in 'the loveable west' where nature is at rest. !his
sudden change makes the crisis at sea seem even more acute, if such
be possible. Hopkins deplores the fact that he knew nothing of their
plight at the tiae and he finds it saddenillg that his lite should have
been so relatively peaceful compared to their turbulent trial. lVbile he
rested:
"She to the black-about air, to the breaker, the thickly
Falling flakes, to the throng that catches and quails
was calling •o Christ, Christ, cOIU quickly• :•.
The •tall• nun thus bested the

elements~

by fleeing •to the heart of the

Boat• she made a perfect response to His grace.

- 34 "The cross to her she calls Christ to her, christens her
wild-worst Beat."
The Crose becomes her symbol of salvation and she finds glory in the
storm.

The idea of the last image is a familiar one which sums up

Hopkins' a symbolism behind the storm.

'l'he nun's •wild-worst' experience

bec&We her 'Beat•, moat glorious achievement, since she proved her
fortitude and taith and thereby gained a complete

1

visioa of God.•

We have heard the •tall• nun calling,
"0 Christ, Christ, come quickly."
We are led, aa was Hopkins, to ask,
"••••••••What did she meant"
Thus Hopkins prooeeda, in stanza 25, to analyse the motives of the
•prophetess• nun.
"The majestyl what did she meant
Breathe, arch and original Breath."
In these linea we get the begilming of an idea which is to reach fuller

expresaioa in atqsa 30.

The nun, in her martrydom. md complete surrender

to Christ, is partaking in a second virginal birth and the implicatioa
is that auoh a conception occurs during .very such spiritual experience.
Thus Hopkins hiluelt had given birth to Christ during his capture by the
Great Bunter.

Here we are in the llidat ot the birth scene i tselt; the

great coatlict ot mind ud storm. are, as it were, the nun's pangs of
birth.

Bot only does the nun cry in loving impatience tor Christ to

'come quickly• • but Hopkins is just as eager in his imploriDgJ Breathe
again 0 Chriat.
Jll&ll,

Of oo,Jrae Hopkins regards every such m:ystio advent in

ae an alleviation ot the pain &Dd agony, which man forced upOD. Christ

in Hie Passion.

The phrase •arch and. original Breath•, of course, refers

to Christ and his coming again, this time in the heart or the nun.

But

Hopkins goes ona
"Is it love in her of the being as her lover had been?
Breathe, body of lovely Death•"

~-·

What kind or emotion in the nun prompts her complete vision or Christ?
Is it earthly love?

And the implication is that it is not. Again Hopkins

implores Christ to be reborn, this time referring to Him as 'body ot
lovely Death'•
1 arch

But this identification is, for Hopkins, identical to

and original Breath 1 since

are the same concept.

1Breath 1

equals Life and Life and Death

This then is yet another statement or Hopkins's

thesis; only through death can we gain eternal lire.
While this profound revelation was taking place within the heart
I

or the nun, the ships crew was completely oblivious to such a concepts:
"They were else-minded then, altogether, the men
Woke thee with a we are perishing in the weather of Gennesareth".
As

w.

H. Gardner has pointed out, one or the greatest merlts or this poem

is the eftecti"fe use or contrast.!! We have seen this when Hopkins quietly
changed the scene from the stora at its height to a peacefUl headland in
Wales, thereby heightening our impression or the turmoil of the atorll1
the tul'llloil in the mm' s mind and in his ovn. Here also Hopkins makes
most effective use or contrast, for the crew has no notion, no comprehension
or the transformation which the nun is undergoing. While she is glorying
in what she regarcts as a perfect sacrifice and oblation to Christ, they
can think onl.y in terms or having their physical lives saved.
nun and the crew call tor miracles, hence
nun gave birth to Christ.

1 the

Both the

men awoke thee', and the

Gennesareth is a lake or Palestine, where

miracles were performed and thus the contrast is coJilpleteJ the crew cries

'
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we are perishing 1 1 in other words we vill soon be dead, whereas the JDln

cries I am perishing for the greater glory of God.

The concluding lines

of the stanza continue the search for the nun's motivesa
"Or is it that she cried for the crown then,
The keener to come at the comfort for feeling the combating keen?"
Did she feel that because her battle vith the elements was great, she
would have more jar in heaven? Again the implication is that the answer
is no.
In stanza 26 Hopkins paints a concrete image to represent the jars
of Paradise.

This, of course, is another example of Hopkins 1svery effective

use of contrasta
11

"For how to the heart's cheering
The dovn-dugged ground-hugged grey
HOYers off, the j 07-blue heavens appearing
of pied and peeled Mayl"

It would be very welcome to all concemed if the oppressive tumult of
the sto:rm wre to be lifted, revealing the beauties of nature. On a
higher level this passage is symbolic of the pleasures of Paradise compared to life on earth, and out-going fl'Oil life to life everlasting is
the s81l8 as a smothering eland being lifted off our perception. A description of the future joys of Paradise is continued&
"Blue-beating and hoar,y-glov height; or night still higher,
With belled fire and the moth-soft Milky' Way,"•
We get the impression of soaring, as Hopkins 'a •carrier-witted 1 soul in
its flight to Christ, of moving farther and farther away from the oppressive
cares and troubles of the world into the serene peacefuln9s~ of outerspace.
The images used to illuminate this thought are aptly chosen to bring out
the most subtle contrastJ 'Blue-beating and hoar,y-glow height', 'belled
tire', and 'moth-sort'• This is connected with the idea that heaven is
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1 on

high 1 and thus the >cl:oser we soar to it 1 the softer 1 more peaceful

is the atmosphere around us.

By this then Hopkins asks if the nun is

asking for safety, or comfort, or ease, or reward, or relief.
"What by you measure is the heaven of desire,
The treasure never eyesight got, nor was ever guessed
what for hearing?"
Was the nun pra.ying for these things when she embraced the Cross?
Stanza 27 answers this question.
~o,

but it was not these."

Her motives were much more profound than theses
"The 1 jading and jar of the cart,
Time s tasking, it is fathers thatasking for ease
Ot the sodden-with-its-sorrowing hearts,
Not danger, electrical horrora".
Thus, in Hopkina'•v.iew, the nun is praying for the ease of all suffering
humanity.

Man rides his life span, his

1 cart '

1

and suffers the bumping

and jolting inflicted by the rocky road of life, and thus

1 Time1s'

tasking 1 ,

the monotonous, remorseless toil and disappointment of every day, not
danger which is 'electrical' 1 stimulating, '{r()mpts man to seek relief.

"••••••••••J then further it finds
The appealing of the Passion is tenderer in prayer apart."
This I take to mean that the nun's plight was not conducive to earnest
meditation.

This interpretation is supported by the last lines of the

stanza::•Other, I gather, in measure her mind 1 s
Burden, in wind's burly and beat of endragoned seas."
In other words, in her present condition, complete meditation is impo~~ible;
the burly 1 burly 1 of the wind and the onslaught of the wild, unreasoning,
dragonlike sea prohibit har from a fUll contemplation of God's presence.

.

Bernard Kelly has

said~
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"These meanings, that a mind less pitiless~: direct would
have rested in, the poet sweeps aside. They are the halfway
houses, the less perfect. Relentlessly he strips them off
from the naked, the stark perfection of the ~ct which follows;
and his mind staggers at the coming or it."!2.
Here is the climax of the whole poem, the epitome of both Parts, the goal
for which Hopkins has been searching in this poem, and in his own life
up to his conversion.

The final impact of this realization is so force-

ful that a description of its impression is beyond the scope of mere words.
Also, as

w.

H. Gardner has remarked, the frantic efforts of the drowning

to sa.'fe themselves are merged with Hopkins 'a attempt to av..oke and express
the vision of the nun.~ The hysteria is probably deliberately included.
Thus we hear Hopldns:
But how shall I •••••• make me room therea
Reach me a •••• Fancy, come faster - Strike you the sight of it? look at it loom
Thing that she•••• there thenl"
11

there;~

Hopkins already has a fUll realization of the nun's vision but Fancy fails
hill.

And then in a blinding nash we know; the answer 1st
"•••••••••••••••••• the Master,
Ipse, the only one, Christ, King, Heada"•

Man can only be delivered from his seemingly endless rounds of toil and
trouble through Christ, who succeeded by failure.

His Passion and D•ath J

and Resurrection hold the proDdse of Paradise, bo.t oW.y by imitating
Christ can this be realized.

Finally God has rewaled Himself in the

shipwreck; the agonies and turmoils of life are in themselves Redemptions
and as such help to elucidate the only great Redemption; the only salvation.
Having made this realization Hopkins goes ona
"He was to cure the extremity where he had cast her;",
which is further proof that Hopkins regarde the ordeal at sea as a test
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of the nun's fortitude and

faith~

"Do. deal. lord it with living and dead;".
Here the poet expresses his desire that Christ should be the Lord, the
Master. the King. the Head of all mankind;
should be complete.

His conquest of men's souls

Finally, having realized the fUll impact of the

nun's cry, Hopkins is anxious to have done with his poetic account of the
wreck itselfa:
"Let him ride, her pride• in his triumph, despatch and
have done with his doom there."
1Her

pride', is. of course, Christ and his r:uiing in triumph, as a con-.

quering hero, is a fitting image with which to end the account of the
actual Shipwreck.
Stanza 29 reiterates

1ff1

interpretation of the poem as a wholet

"AhJ there was a heart right
There was single eyel"
The 'heart right 1 and

1

single eye 1 refer to the nun and by these epithets

Bopld.ns means that the nun correctly interpreted the existence and purpose of God in this world.

He bolsters this in the next two lines. whieh

I have quoted as being the culmination of the ideas expressed in stanza
16. Shea
"Read the unshapeable shock night
And knew the who and the why;" J
She saw purpose and salvation in the terrible stol'lle
"Wording 1 it how 'bllt by him that present and past,
Heaven and earth are word of, worded by?•"•
God created everything, 'in the beginning was the word'• .and all things
are completely relative to Him. Hopkins'..aimplieation is that the nun
perfectly expressed this idea in her cry and resolution.

She wast·

I

_
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I

"The Simon Peter of' a souH to the blast
Tarpeian-f'ast, but a bloWD. beacon of' light."

B.,...
il.1:'

~-:

rt·

In these concluding lines of' the stanza

we

get a hint of' the sig-

niticance of' the nun's sacrifice to the world.

'Simon Peter' I take

~-

,,

to be a reference to Christ's statement, 'Thou art Peter, upon this
rook I will build my Church.•

Thus, in the same way that Peter is the

foundation of' Christ's Church, so the nun is the foundation of' souls
Which

wi~l

have been

~ave~

through her example.

'Tarpeian' was a clif'f'

from which ancient Roman criminals were hurled, but in this context
Hopkins is merely referring to the steadfastness of' the cliff' against
storms.

Yet the nun is, as it were, a •beacon of' light• on this clif'f',

a shining u:ample to all who would follow her ill gaining salvation.

Later

in lite Hopkins, in writing on the Spiritual Exeroiees, expressed this
same idea in proset
"God's utterance of' himself in himself' is God the Word,
outside himself' is this world. This world then is word,
expression, news, of' God. Therefore its end, its purpose,
its purport, its meaning, is God, and its lif'e or work to
name and praise him.•l!
This is the meaning of' the world and of
pletely realizes in the poaD.

JDal1' s

lite, which the nun com-

Hopkins added this to the above passage,

because he felt that the greatest honour that man can give to God, is to
re-enact the Incarnation and Redemption) in other words, truly to imitate
Christ.
"The world, man, should after its own manner give God
being in return tor that being he has given. This is done by
the great saorif'ice. To contribute then to that sacrifice is
the end for ~ich man was made.•
Hopkins considers that the nun had perfectly fulfilled that purpose.

- 41 The remaimder of' the poem ia made up of five stanzas which are really
prayers a
nJesu, heart•a light,
Jeau, maid•s son,
What was the feast followed the night
Thou hadat glory of this nuntFeast of the one woman without stain."
Jesus is referred to as •heart•a light• and •maid's son•, Which are still
further expressions of Hopkins's thesis that God is the Word and must be
glorified. Be f'inda it to be very significant that the night following
the disaster was the feast of the Virgin. Actually it was the Feast of
the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary, December 8. This,
of oourae, bolsters Hopkins' a idea of a second virgin conception.
"For ao conceived, so to conceive thee is done;".
The nun was also a virgin.

In the last linea of the stanza, Hopkins

direotly states hie thesis that the nun•a aoceptanoe of the Croaa was a
aeoond lmmaculate Conoeptionc
"But here was heart-throe, birth of a brain,
Word, that heard and kept thee and uttered thee outright."
The oOBLplete, utter faith of the nun gave birth to Christ as the Saviour
and •uttered hia outright' by her example of' patience and pain to all the
world.
Bopkima baa been preoooupied with the nun•a motives ror some time,
but now be suddenly rell811bers the other people on the ship:
~ell, she baa thee for the pain, tor the
Patience; but pity of the rest of them'"

His heart bleeds for them that tbQy should have died without oonf'easing:
"Heart, go and bleed at a bitterer vein for the
Comtortleae unoonfeaeed of them-."
It is even possible that Hopkins here refers to the heart of the nun in
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which case he is asking her to intercede on their behalf in much the
same way as the Blessed Virgin is called upon to perform auoh blessings.
It is also plausible that Hopkins would associate the nun with the Virgin
Mary.
But Hopkins reconsiders his statement:
"No not uncomtorted; lovely-felicitous Providence
Finger of a tender of, 0 or a feathery delicacy, the breast or the
Maiden could obey so, be a bell to, ring or it, and
Startle the poor sheep back'"
The others, who had suf'fered the wreck and storm, and who had not gained
Christ, were also visited by God.

In these linea we are reminded or the

opening stan&a where Hopkins states of himself:
•ADd dost thou touch me afresh?
OYer again I feel thy finger and find thee."
Here again we have •thy finger•, •larely•felicitioua Providence•, blissful God, but this time

~is

finger is felt through the nun.

She not only

accepted Christ herself, but Hopkins considers that she, by her example,
acted as a bell to the Word of Christ, ringing it forth to the comfort
of all on the ship. Thus, the nun was a guiding light to 'the poor sheep'
tn the tumult and had possibly, by her cry, forced upon them at least a

partial reali&aticm of the significance of their plight.

If this be the

case, Hopkins concludes&
• •••••is the shipwrack then a harvest,
does tempest carry the grain tor thee?"
Here again we hear Hopkins echoing no to his rhetorical question.

The

tempest really was a test of fortitude and faith and tbrou6P it many souls
were brought home to Christ.

This must be eo for Hopkins continues in stanza

- 43"! admire thee, master of the tides,
of the Yore-flood, of the year 1 s falla;.

The •Yore-flood-, probably refers to the Noachian deluge or perpaps to
Genesis but, be that as it may, the meaning is perfectly clear.

God is

the Prime Mover in the world; He controls and works everything, the floods,
the tides, time and:
"The recurbs and the recovery of the gulf 1 s sides,
The girth of it and the wharf of it and the wall; "•
He is the master of the stemming and restemming of

Wt

a.ve and tide.

These

·unes are probably an answer to this question in the Book of J oba: •Or
who shut up the sea with doors, when it brake forth, as if. it had issued
out of the womb?'

Hopkins continues the same image in the next lines,

this time to elucidate a more profound thought; God is thea
"Stanching, quenching ocean of a motionable mind;
Ground or being, and granite of it:"•
The image of the ever moving ocean suggests the vacillating, restless
mind or man, which can become stable and peacefUl only by a complete
surrender to Christ.

Thus God is the 'Ground of being' 1 the very found•

ation of existence and the only really stable force in it, 'granite of
it'•

Therefore concludes Hopki•s:
"•••••••••••past all

Grasp God,"

who is 1
"••••••••throned behind
Death with a sovereignty that heeds but bides, bodes but abides;
With a mercy that outrides
The all of water, an ark
For the listener;"•
Christ has conquered death and in His omnipotent power He observes all
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times he

1

However some-

bodes 1 , foreshadows, good or evil b,y means or signs.

These

ideas continue into stanza 33 which is an expression or the "Salviric
Will ot God." Hopkins expresses the view that Christ's desire is that
all sinners should be saved, through grace and the Church.

Even the

souls in Purgator,y are included in this wishz
"••••••••; for the lingerer with a love glides
Lower than Death and the dark;"•
Also Christ is:
"A. 'vein for the visiting or the past-prayers, pent in prison,

The-last-breath penitent spirits- 11 •
He is a channel through which the hopeless, the sinful,
penitent spirits•,

~rs

1

the last-breath

shunted into a state or grace.

"•••••••••• the utte~ost mark
Our passion-plunged giant risen,
The Christ of the Faith compassionate, fetched in the storm
ot his strides."
Here is the summing up of the significance of the shipwreck; Christ, the
spiritual giant, who had been plunged into passion because of man; Son

ot the ever mercifUl Father, had been 1 fetched 1 , called upon through the
Cross, and had thus
the

sto~

re~ealed

Himself in the elements as he strode across

waters of the world.

Hopkins now quietly calls upon Christ to shine in splendor before
the world.

His prayer is a passionate and almost incoherent adoration

of the· glory and mercy of the Almighty:
"Now burn, new born to the world,"
'new born' because of His second birth in the nun:
"Double-natured name,
The heaven-flung heart-fleshed, maiden-furled
Miracle-in~ary-of-flame,

- 45Mid-numbered He in three of the thunder-throne!
Not a dooms-day dazzle in his coming nor dark as he came;
Kind, but royally reclaiming his ownr .
A released shower, let fLash to the Shire, not a lightning
or fire hard-hurled."
The combinations of images in this stanza, with their cumulative effect,
add up to an impression of God completely revealed in nature and external
events as well as in apiri tue.l contemplation.
Christ has reclaimed His own.

The storm has passed.

And the final conviction or the poem is

a restatement or the thesis that

1the

storm of his strides• was not a

.punishment for the nuns but was a magnificent realization of accomplishment and fUlfillment in Christ.
let nash to the shire'•

Be was to them as 'a released shower,

This image is very apt, since, as Robert

Bridges has pointed out, the shire is the special favoured landscape
~isited

l?Y the shower. Tbus Christ was a refreshing shower to the nun

but he was 'not a lightning of fire hard hurled'.
takes the emphasis orr the tumult of the

shi~wreck

This image, of course,
and places it on the

tremendous fulfillment and communication with Christ in it•
In the final stanza or the poem Hopkins calls upon the nun to pray
for the English, among whose shoals she had fou.nd her fulfillment, so
that England may become completely aware of Christ as the Saviours

"Daae, at our door
Drowned, and among our shoals,
Remember us in the roads, the heaven-haven of the Reward;
Our King back, oh 1 upon English soulsl"
Then the concluding lines ask that Christ be a light to Englsnd, be
resurrected again in her presence f.
WLet him easter in us, be a dayspring to the dimness of us,
be a crimson-cresseted east,
More brightening her, rari-dear Britain, as her reign rolls,
Pride, rose, prince, hero or us, high-priest,
chival~'s
Our heart's charity's hearth's fire, our thought 1 s
~.,
throng's Lord."
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Thus the poem ends with an eloquent plea that Christ become a part of
Britaina that she be completely subjected to Him.
should be utterly subservient

t~

Everything we do

the will of God.

Without a doubt The Wreck of the Deutschland is Hopkins's greatest
poem and its significance among his 'mature' poetry is immediately evident.
In it we have seen the poet first attempting to give a complete impressiOD

ot his

01111

spiritual development and second striving to express the spirit-

ual experiences of the nun, Whose situation he feels was similar to his
own.

I have demonstrated that

Hop~ins

felt that, above all in this life

and the hereafter, Christ must be imitated; that Christ should be the
most t.portant aspect of man's lite:
"Ip~o,

the only one, Christ."

Also this imitation must be as perfect as possible 'that we may choose
such a state of lite as may be most iD accordance with the will ot God'.
Thus we have heard echoing and re-echoing throughout Part the First of
The wreck of the Deut1chland, Hopkins's main assertion that Christ, by His
Passioa and Redemption, forever dispelled doubts as to an afterlife.

I

feel that I have demonstrated conclusively that Part the First is a direct
attempt by Hopldlls to record in poetry his
elopment up to the time of composition.

01111

spiritual and mental dev•

I shall demonstrate in Part Two

of this thesis that in later life Hopkins emphasized, at different times,
certain aspects ot this emotional and mental attitude.
The experiences described in Part the Second are similar to those
exhibited in Part the Firat as I have remarked. We have seen the nun
gain salvation through Death, offering herself as a complete sacrifice
to Christ and as such an example tor all the world to follow.

We have
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aeen Hopkins emphasize that the wreck itself was a good thing since God
revealed Rimae lt in 1t and

we

have seen him construing the nun as the

symbol ot all aufterfftg humanity, While undergoing God•s test ot her
tai th and perserverance.

Thus we see that the great import ot the poem

as a whole is to stress the great importance of Christ and to emphasize
the purpose and meanmg ot lite as embodied in the doctrines of the Roman
Catholic Church. As St. Ignatius has it:

~an

was created to praise,

reverence, and serve God, our Lord, and by this means to save his soul."

PART TWO

CHAPrER 1

Nature is never spent."

The Wreck ot the Deutschland was the first and greatest manifestation ot Hopkins's maturity.

lndeed it was such a tremendous poetic effort

that ita composition seems to have taxed his poetic energy to the extent
that he wrote no other poetry tor almost a year.

In 1877 he was ordained

a priest and this year marks the beginning of the ••ture• poetry which
is the subject of Part Two of this thesis.
seellB to tall roughly into three atages.

All this remaining poetry

First the group ot poems, the

main theme of which is the expression of pleasure, definite faith and
ayatical perception in nature.

These poellB are, ot course, the result

of his seven poetically inactive years ot spiritual training, as was
The wreck of the Deutschland.

Second, the group ot poeu in which the

emphasis seems to have shifted from nature to man.

However we must

remember that God is still the centre or interest.

Finally. the poema

written from 1885 to 1889, which are generally regarded as being expressions
of desolation aud despair.

But it must be pointed out that these three

arbitrary stages are neither inclueivenor exclusive; this is obvious since
a poet's mind in its development cannot confine itself to stringent categories.

Thus it is that the so-called period or desolation contains

poems which are not •terrible•, and the •poetry of Man• contains
nature poems. This simply proves that Hopkins was never really obsessed

by one theme, except it be his glorification of God, and even this is

-

lacking in his very early poems, such as A Vision of Mermaids and The
Escorial.
Thus the next three chapters will deal with these three general
periods of Hopkins's •mature' poetry.

Since these general stages in

Hopkins •s development may be observed, I think it would be wise to treat
the poems themselves in chronological order in each groupt

I shall not

treat all the poems in detail but shall deal specifically with the more
representative ones, that is the poems which seem to me to express the
genera1 theme of each group.
tall:-·into:-ntbis,..category.

However we shall see that most of the poems

The main aim of the remaining chapters, as in

Part One, is to make an interpretative analysis of the poems themselves.
It will be round that the main theme of the period to be treated in this
chapter is a religious experience of beauty which has been formed and
inspired by the Spiritual Exercises. Hopkins~sacrament~l view of nature
predominates in these poems 1 therefore I requote these words of the poet
himself, because they are most essential to a realization of the fUll
meaning of the poetry.
'ttGod 1 s utterance of himself in himself is God the word,
outside himself is this world. This world then is vord., expression,
news of God. Therefore its end, its purpose, its purport, its
meaning·, is God, and its life or work to name and praise Him."
Bearing these views in mind I now turn to the poems •
1

In the very first line of the first poem written in 1877, God s
Grandeur, w bearJ"
"The world is charged with the grandeur of God."
This would seem to be a direct translation into poetry of the above quoted
passage and moreover we read in Hopkins 1snotebookst
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"All things therefore are charged with love, are charged
w1 th God and if we knew how to touch them give off sparks and

take fire, yield drops and flow, ring and tell of him."-~·

This then is one aim of Hopkins Is poemJ to show that God is not only the
Creator of1 but is eternally present . in,. nature.

But the poem has a more

profound aim, and this aim is accomplished by Hopkins 'a dynamic imagery.
He wished not only to state that God is present in nature but, more im-portant, he wished to give some impression of the significance of Godts
presence.

Thus, in this first line of the poem, we get an image of a

thundercloud charged with static electricity and the analogy is that the
world is a cloud 1charged with the grandeur of God', the Real Presence
of God.

Thus God's presence makes itself felt, just as the lightning

names forth from the thundercloudt
"It will name out,

li~e

shining from shooktoilJ"

In these combined images we see probably the best example, in all
of Hopkins's poetry, of the tremendous impact of his imagery.

There is

a sudden transformation from the t.age of lightning to the more concrete
one ot 'shookfoil'•

Here is Hopkins Is own explanation of the imaget

"I mean toil in the sense of leaf or tinsel, and no other
Shaken gold-foil
gives ott broad glares like sheet lightning and also, and this
is troe of nothing else, owing to its zigzag dints and creasings
and network ot s~ll many cornered facets, a sort of fork
lightning too." _

word whatever will give the effect I want.

Thus we can see that the combination ot the lightning and

1

shooktoil

1

image.s is not only plausible but is very apt since it illuminates the
poet's thoughts and feelings about the external world around him.

Not

only is the world the dwelling place of love, beauty and the Power of
God, but the fUll force of God's presence and the complexity and eo~
pleteness of His beauty 'will name out, like shining trom shooktoil

1
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to enrich man•s life, only if he will make the oonscious effort to perceive these divine manifestations. Also, and a big point, God's presence
makes itself felt even in the most insignificant things, and thus

we

get

Hopkins's point in switching from the lightning image, analogous to the
might and power of God, to the insignificant homely image or •ahookfoil•,
in which Hopkins perceiTed the same presence as existed for htm in the

thunderstorm..

in the next line Hopkins continues his revelation of the Divine
Po118r in everyday matters.

This furthers the analogy of • shooktoil• and

probably is itself an B.DS118r to the materialists of his day:
ftit gathers to a greatness, like the ooze of oil crushed.ft
The i.age of the crushing of oil-seed is probably deliberately chosen
to point out the Divine Presence even in an industrial process, which
Presence is usually obscured by industrialism.

To oarry the analogy

further, •crushed• suggests not only the process or makirAg oil but also
the poor human being Who is so easily lead away from the realization at
God•• presence.

Therefore Hopkins, in effect, is restating hie old thesis;

the surrender ot a soul to Christ means the coaplete destruction or that
soul, but

r.~oa

that destruction there emerges a canplete new

anti~

just

as oil oozes forth when the seeds are crushed.
This

revelati~

Qf God in every aspect or the external world is per-

tectly obvious to Hopkins, so he wonders:
ft•••••••••

1hY do aen then now not reck his rod?"

Why has this presence not been recognized by the world as

a~ole?

kina quickly goes on to answer his query:
"GeneriLtions baTe trod, have trod, have trod;
And all is seared with tradeJ bleared, smeared with toil;

Hop-

I

- ,,
And wears man•a smudge and shares man's smell; the soil
Ia bare now, nor can root feel, being shod."
To make a more complete interpretation or this poem I feel it is necessary to recall the state of social and religious affairs in Victorian
ingland.

It was the time of the so-called 'higher

c~itioism•,

when the

precepts of scientific materialism were pitted against the Bible. The
moat appalling aspect ot this conflict tor Hopkins was the taot that
mau.y people turned from religion as a result.

However I thiDk that in

God's Grandeur Hopkins feels that he bas solved the problem of ooatlict
between religion and science; the problem of man's aooial difficulties.
ln this sense these three linea are a partial indictment of the modern

world.

)(an has become so tied up with social and economic matters that

be baa gradually pushed God into the background.

Thus the world baa

beo011e toil-worn, filthy and decadent. The analogy is, ot course, with
anythil:Lg which baa become physically corrupt and even decadent.

Thus man,

who baa •shod' himaelt with material things, can no longer .f'eel the •soil'

ot lite which, tor Hopkins, is still permeated

~tb

God's prea.,nce. We

need not depend upon the poem .f'or Hopkins's feelings on this subject tor
!It wrote to Bridges s
~ile I admired the handsome horses I remarked tor the
thousandth time with sorrow and loathing the base and bespotted
figures and features of the Liverpool crowd." l

And tD a letter to A.W.K. Baillie he wrotet
"What I moat dis like in towns and in Londcm in particular
is the misery of the poorJ the dirt·, squalor, and the illahapen
degraded physical (putting aside moral) type of so many of the
people, with the deeply dejecting, unbearable thought that by
degrees alDtoat all our population will bef!ome a town population
and a puny, unhealthy and cowardly one."!±
Thus we see th• full ~pact of suoh images as •seared with trade; bleared
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The real force of them is that Hopkins considers

that this situation exists because the world has pushed God into the
background.
In the poem itself we .find Hopkins's solution to the problems ot

the times.

Atter painting this very dismal picture he continues:
"And .for all this, nature is never spent;".

This .arks a return to the opening sentiments o.f the poem; that God
is dynamically present in nature.

In the external world:

"There lives the dearest freshness deep down things;
And though the last lights ott the black West went
Oh, moming, at the brown briDk eastward, spriDg•--"
It would seem in these linea that Hopkins is emphasizing nature at the
expen1e ot

DIILD

but it

~

remember St. Ignatius's words, •man was created

to praise, reverence, and aerYe God, our Lord, and by this means to save
his soul. And the other things on the face ot the earth were created
tor man' s sake, and in order to aid him in the prosecution of the end
tor which hft was created,' we see that Hopkins was 10 preoccupied with
the salvation ot man that he attempted to lead him back to God by forcing
upon him the significance ot God's presence in nature.

Thus Hopkins's

prime aim in expreaaiDg his Tiewa on nature is to regain, tor man, his
lo1t •viaiam ot God•, by means ot his natural perceptions.

Thus Hopkins

sees that there is one great hope tor the world:
"Because the Holy Gho1t over the bent
World broods with warm breast and with ahl bright wings·"
!he obvious iDIILge here is the Holy Ghost as a mothering bird brooding,
with heartfelt pangs ot sympathy, over the aging, decrepit, sinful

world.

!he •warm breast' . indicates the comtort to be gained troa the Holy

Ghost and •bright wing•' indicates Christ•• promise, •the light ot the

--ssvorld to come'.

~

robably the most forcefUl word in the poem is

which at first glance seems to be the least important.

'ahJ'

It here ex-

presses the great surprise and rapture with which man greete each new
manifestation of God in the external world. · It is the expression or
supreme approval.

Perhaps we would get a fuller view of the impact of

the Holy Ghost if we listen to Hopkins 18 words in one of his sermons.
Having spoken of the HOly Ghost as

1 struggling

with the world' 1 he con-

cludes his sermon with these wordst
"••••••••••• the Holy Ghost has followed and will follow
up this first beginning, convincing and converting nation after
nation and age a.f'tf:lr age till the whole earth is hereafter to
be covered, it only tor § time, still to be covered, with the
knowledge of the Lord." ~
.
Therefore we can see, as I have stated, that Hopkins in God's Grandeur
is primaril7 concerned with leading !liha:.::1119rl:dtback to God, but not in
the conventional sense, rather through the direct i111.pact of God in nature.
From God's GrandeUr I turn to The Starlight Night.
be said to give specific examples of the

1 grandeur

This poem might

of God '•

In the

opening lines we can hear Hopkins voicing a rapturous 'ahl' as he had
done in God 1 a Grandeurt

,,

"Look at the starsl look, look up at the skiesl
0 look at all the fire-tolk sitting in the airl
The bright boroughs, the circle-citadels therel
Down in dim woods the diamond del1resl the elvea 1-eyesl
The grey lali!B cold where gold, where quiekgold liesl
Wind-beat vhitebeamJ air,y abeles set on a flareJ
Flake-doves sent floating forth at a farmyard scarel--"

Here we have a Hopkins who has reached his fulfillment; he has gained
as complete a •vision or God' as he feels it is possible for him to
perceive in this life.

This would be a good point at which to em-

phas'lze the change which his conversion wrought in Hopkins.
for a moment 1 the Hopkins of A Vision of Me maids.

Recall,

There we see him

I
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wallowing in the lushness of nature but with a guilty oonsoience, and
therefor~

his pure •lust• of nature turns his mind in the opposite

direction, to aaceticism. Bow Hopkins again luxuriates in nature but
thie time his guilty conscience is absent. He is also a much better
poet for he now uses the images from nature to illuminate his thoughts
and feelings thereby making them more vivid and meaningful to the reader.
The clusters and oombinationa or images in these seven linea of poetry
almost defy a prose description; the visual images they evoke are, tor
Hopkins, beauty itself; again we may hear Hopkins re-echoing •I know the
beauty of our Lord• by them.

If one syllable is ohanged something of

splendour and beauty is lost. Thus the panorama of nature is plaoed before cur eyes and re-enf'orced by Hopkins' a memories or childhood, his
knowledge of faery lore, his impressions of city lights and his vision

ot the heavenly hosts in battle array. These things are communicated
to his mind by glances at the •starlight night•.

He visualizes part of the

heavens as a field of bright flowers neatled, at early dawn. in the slight
depresaiona of the earth. ADd then the analogy changes; we see pinpoints
of light like •elves•-eyes•. Finally the Whole image is completed by the
vision or •cold dawna grey• with dew where tquickgold lies• glittering.
The forceful impact of the •quiokgold• imparta the impression of the
suddenneas with whioh the discovery of a new beauty in nature atrikes
one.

The whole atmoaphere is one or quivering, eager freshness and

beauty.

The next line gives us a visual impression of two •wind-bent•

trees. the Whitebeam and the abele. both of Which are very striking when
the wind turns up the white undersides ot their leaves.

Thus we have still

another example of the beauties of nature and the suddenness with which
they reveal themselves.

'Nature is never spent•, she explodes upon us

--51with the fUll force ot God 1s beauty and we 'know the beauty ot our Lord'
by her.

Finally Hopkins brings us down to earth, as it were, and shows

us the same beauty and vitality in an ordinary barnyarda
"Flake-doves sent floating forth at a

ta~ard

scareJ--"

The last line or the octave reminds us of the profound metaphysical
theae ot God t s Grandeur a
"Ah well J it is all a purchase, all is a prize."
The

1 starlight

night' 1111st not be casually glanced at and enjoyed tor

its ovn sake aloneJ its tull significance 1111st be realized.

ot nature, says Hopkins, were created

The beauties

by God so that through them man

might save his soul and thus offer them and it to the greater glory and
honour or God.

Next we get an image of an auctioneer, Hopkins, striving

to sell the aeaning of God 1 s presence in nature to mana
"Buy then! bid then! - _What? -- Prayer, patience, alms, vows. n

In other words, the auctioneer says, 'You ask, what price shall I offer?~
and the answer comes immediately; prayer to glorify God; patience or faith
in Christ's promiseJ alms as a sacrifice to God; and vows of sincerity
and humility.

Then again, in true auctioneer's fashion, the qualities

ot the object to be bid on, are reiterated:
"Look, look; a May-mess, like on orchard boughs I
Look J March-bloom, like on mealed-with-yellow sallows J"
Hopkins expresses great joy and wonder at the beauty of the world.

But,

not only is he very grateful for the creation of nature, he uses nature
itself to praise and glorify God.

Thus we get a complete view ot the

purpose which Hopkins sees in the beauties of nature; in return for a
sacrifice, the bliss of heavenly revelation and grace is received.

Those

who realize God's purpose in the external world will ultimately understand

-
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even the mysteries of Judgment and Death, therefore the poem concludes:
"These are indeed the barn: within doors house
The shocks. This pieoe-bright paling shuts the spouse
Christ home, Christ and His mother and all his hallows."
The main image in these lines is a direct reference to Christ's parable
of the wheat and the tares in Matthew XIII, 30.
• •••••• and in the time of harvest I will say to the reapers,
Gather up first the tares and bind them into bundles for
burning: but gather the wheat into my barn."

In other words the truly faithful are 'Wheat•, the others •tares'. Mixed
in with this image is the parable of the sower and the two combine to
imply that not only will Christ gather in the faithful at the Judgment,
but that Christ Himself is gathered in by nature, and we have only to
regard nature in the 'true light• to really perceive God!

This view is

consolidated by this quotation from Hopkins's Notebooks:
"As we drove home the stars came out tbiGk: I leant back
to look at them and my heart opening more than usual praised
our Lord to and in ~om all that beauty comes home."~
Alaost every poem in this period of Hopkins's poetic development deals
with some aspect of the revelation of God in the external world, ranging
from. the sorrow whioh Hopkins felt by the felling of the aspens in Binsey
Poplars to the profound i:aages of The Windhover.

Therefore the remainder

of this chapter shall deal with poems Which I feel to be representative
of the period.

In most cases there will be no need for a detailed analysis

of eaoh line sinoe Hopkins is merely restating, by means of different
images, his great joy in nature and his sacramental view of it.

Spring,

The Lantern out of Doors, The Sea and the Skylark, The Caged Stylark, and
Pied Beauty are suoh poems.

In Pied Beautl we get an impression of the external world whioh is
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alive with colour and vitality; we see many varied ways in which God
participates in nature.

But it is not until the last line that Hopkins

pulls all these images together and gives them their purpose and atm:
"Glory be to God tor dappled things-For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow;
For rose-moles all in stipple upon trout that swim;
Fresh-t'irecoal chestnut-tall; finches' wingsJ
Landscape plotted and pieced - fold, fallow, and plough;
And all trades, their gear and tackle and trim.
All things counter, original spare, strange;
Whatever is t'iokle, freckled (Who knows how?)
With swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dtaJ
He t'athars-torth Whose beauty is past change:
Praise hia.•
The Whole variety of' lite, everything that God ordained, was created as
an aid for

DaD

in saving hie soul.

The real import of the poem is that

everythillg ia undergoing a oonatant change, a t'lux, except God.

God

is changeless since God is beauty in ita ultimate t'orm.
the Windhover: To Christ our Lord is probably the best poem in this
period.

Indeed Hopkins himaelt referred to the poem as •the best thing

I ever wrote•.

l

It ia a pity that it has been given many different

interpretations by critics.

However this disagreement among the critics

shall net affect my analysis of the poem, since they have disagreed mainly
over the maanings and intentions of certain words •

This, I t'eel, shall

not be detrimental to my interpretatiOD. which shall be an attempt to elucidate
the general aim of the poem.

In this purpose the different shades of mean-

ing in certain words oan have little ilBport.

Generally, of course, this

poem is again Hopkins glorying in some aspeot of nature, this time the
flight or a bird and all the associations Which it brings to his mind.
The real problem in interpreting the poem, as the critics have discovered,
is whether Hopkins is using the bird as an analogy with Christ and all

--f:IJ . . __

that that implies.

Some critics have stated that he is not and that he

dedicated the poem 'To Christ our Lord', for conventional reasons, that
is, because he was a Jesuit he might have felt that the dedication of
the poem to Christ was befitting the Jesuit order and not because he connected the pleasure evoked by the ecstatic flight of the bird with Christ
in any way.

Elipaon,

w.

Other critics, such as I. A. Richards, F. R. Leavis, William·
H. Gardner and all Jesuits who have made analyses or the poem,

have agreed in general that this interpretation is not the true one; but
they too have disagreed in certain details.

I, myself, feel that the

poem represent• what Hopkins felt to be a direct reva*ation of Christ in
the bird, as in a similar circumstance he
by it •.

1 knev

the beauty or our Lord

This seems likely when we remember the ideas or the Spiritual

Exercises, to which Hopkins strictly adhered, that all things in the world
were created to 'aid man in saving his soul; that is in giving himself to
Christ as a sacrifice or love, adoration and worship.

Also in the vast

majority or poelllS in this period, there is little doubt that Hopkins, not
only reels he
God.

1 sees •

Christ in nature 1 but that he uses nature to glorify

This is quite evident in the two poems I have treated in detail

God's Grandeur and The Starlight Nignt, indeed he tells us so in these
poems.

Listen again to the last line or Pied Beauty&
"He rathers... rorth whose beauty is past change:·
Praise hime"

Thus we can see that Hopldns~smain aim in this period is to glorify God
by his use or the beauties or nature.

We can be positively cert;ain that

Hopkins, in The Windhover, is undergoing an ecstatic emotion evoked by
the beauty or the bird and its battle against the elements.

There is

probably in the poem a subconscious analogy between Christ and the bird
\

I
f

I

!
!

-

~

but this interpretation is, of course, entirely speculative sinoe there is
no evidence in the poem itself to support such an argument.
is strong evidence tram other sources to support this claim.

However there
InfluenceJ

by his spiritual training Hopkins, as seen from his written work in prose
and by implication in his poetry,
a revelaticm of God.

re~rded

all things of beauty as being

Thus I think we oan e.ssume, before I start my analysis

of the poem, that Hopkins saw a direct revelation of the beauty of God in
the windhOYer and that he possibly saw pe.rallels of Christ's lite and
Passion in the fight of the bird against the elements.
In the opening lilles, Bopkbla has •caught' all the sudden surprise
and joy Whioh the ecstatic flight of the falcon aroused in him:
"I caught this morning morning's mini an, kingdoa
of daylight's dau~hin, dapple-dawn-drawn Falcon,"
The major 1.-.ge in this lille is from hunting; 'I caught' implying, not only
the suddenness of the bird's appearance and the oapture of ita beauty by
Hopkins's mind, but also the far-reaching, complicated net of the mind which
captures all the beauties of the bird'• predicament.

The bird itse.lf is

the favourite son, •minion', the half-epoiled heir-apparent, •dauphin•, of
the morning.

The falcon is •dapple-da.WD-drawn•, that ia the bird is 'drawn'

up by the •dam' from its peroh, its resting plaoe, into flight.

Hopkins

places special significance in the bird by e.pplying 'dapple' to it.

Dapple

is one of the poet's favourite words and it will be evident from these
examples that the multicoloured variety of nature gave hila speoial delight.
In The wreok of the Deutsohland we hear:
"I kiss ay hand to the dapple-with damson west;"
in Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves, he is utterly appalled that:

"earth her being has unbound, her dapple is at an end,"

and finally the whole poem Pied Beauty deals completely with this very
thingt
"Glory be to God for dappled things".
In other words when Hopkins wished to express the ultimate in beauty of
the external world he applied the word 1dappled' to it.

Therefore by

calling the Falcon 1 dapple-dawn•drawn 1 he implies that the bird is a very
special manifestation of the beauty of God indeed it may be the ultimate
revelation or •God's grandeur• possible in this lite.

Thus we can see,

by his choice of images in this first line, that Hopkins finds the wind-

hover to be of great importance to him.

s.

Moreover, as Raymond

v.

Schader,

J. has pointed out, because of a special relationship to the monarch,

a minion and dauphin is usually inclined to carry himself with a certain
self-assurance and haughtiness, fearless and self-willed in his consciousness of relative impunity for his actions because of the king 1 s protecting
8
.
benevolence. - That is why there is such a show of confidence and almost
royal behaviour in the bird 1 s flight; Hopkins feels that its beauty reveals
the Divine Being to him and thus the bird is under the protection of Christ.
The poem takes on more meaning when we remember that the windhover is the
kestrel, the small European falcon noted for its habit or hovering in the
air against the wind.

Thus it seems that the falcon is battling against

the wind, which it probably is, for we get in the next linea
"•••••••••••••••• in his riding
Of the rolling level underneath him steady air, and striding
High there,".
Here we ·g et a picture of the bird hovering, almost motionless in the air,
that is with no forward motion, but because of its energetic exertion it
seems as if the air beneath it has been Bade •steady' and calm.

Thus

this column of air becomes a sort of submissive support for the bird, who
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i& ita master •

Here it is possible that Hopkins saw a direot analogy to

Christ 'lbo rode over opposition, as does the bird, and -.ho also prooeeded
'in the storm or his strides•.

Thus the windhover not only conquers the

air but be does it confidently in his ecstatic power, •striding high there•.
Because of this royal bearing of the bird the poet is moved to admiration
just as Christ's aspect arouses delight in

h~.

The next image has been interpreted in many ways, all of which
cannot be caapletely correct, therefore I shall simply have to state my
personal opiniOD.
"• ••• • • .how he rung upon the rein of a wimpling wing
in his ecstaeyl"

The word •ring' is probably a reference to the falconry term which means
to rise spirally in i'light, go abcut in riDge or circles.

It ie possible

that •rung• is part of the verb to ring as a bell but I find thie inconsistent with the rest of the poem.

Also it ie possible that I.A.

Richards is right when he states that •rung• is taken tram the language

ot the riding sohool and means to make a horse go about in a circle under
the control or a rope.2 This meaning ia definitely implied in the image
sinoe we can observe that Hopkins compares the falcon in flight to a horse
8Dd rider; •in his riding of the rolling level•. •striding high there• •
'he rung upon the rein' and later on •Brute beauty and valour and act,
oh, air • pride, plU1118\

But it aeeiiUS logical to me that Hopkins should

atreas moat, in this context, a term Which is closer to the bird itself.
Thus we aee an image of the f'alcon f'lying in circles and guided by its
wings which to the poet appear wimpled, that ie, the feathers are like

folds in a garment.

And in •rein• we f'ind Hopkins expressing amazement

that the bird can execute such magnificent feata guided or reined by
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such tlimay implements as wings.

The whole experience gives ecstasy,

not only to the bird, but to Hopkins himself.

Suddenly the falcon ceases

his spiraling circles and makes a wide sweep:
"•••••••then ott, off forth on swing,
As a skate's heel sweeps smooth on a bow-bend:"
This long graoetul flight into the teeth of the wind reminds Hopkins of
the perfect fluid motion or a skater in hie erratic course, such as a
figure skater performing.

But the point is that Hopkins sees beauty in

the tligbt of the bird and this experience reminds him or the flashing
steel and thrown-up snow.

The bird' s flight:

"•••••••••••the hurl and gliding
Rebutted the big wiDdz"
In the same 1118DDer a ship will tack to gain an objective so the bird

conquers the gale by its manoeuvering.

And Hopkins continues:

"••••••••••MY heart in hiding
Stirred tor a bird, -the achieve or, the mastery or the thing\•
i'his line is a sn•ing up of' the meaning of' the whole poem.

At first

Hopkins bad been completely wrapped up in the beauties of the bird, 'in
hiding'; the vision or the bird had dominated his feelings and emotions.
llow he turns his thoughts upon the vision and asks himself why he should
see such beauty in this object, Why his heart had been •stirred tor a
bird' •

.And the answer comes immediately: - •the achieTe of, the 1111stery

or the thingl'

wot only ia the bird a miracle or creation but the poet

has been reminded by it, of Christ's battles with the world and I suppose
in this sense the windhover really becomes Christ in Hopkins's mind •

This,

of course, is supposition based on Hopkins's private life and has no real
support in the poem itself.

To make such a statement is dangerous to say

the least, therefore I bad best conclude by saying that such an interpre•

--6$-. --

tation is simply a possibility. However I think we may say that the
bird 1 s flight and conquering pride are a manifestation of God's master,y
.
and love since Hopkins
regards them as the functioning of perfect beauty;

the triumphant jo.y which is to be found in dangerous activity, and the
almost reckless disregard ot pain and hardship because of the greatness
of the thing attempted. Thus the vision of the bird has sublimated into
a symbol and reminder or Christ's example.

It urges Hopkins on to greater

heights of penance and praise.
Many

critics have claimed that in the remaining linea:. of the poem

Hopkins is calling upon all the admirable qualities in the bird to translate themselves into his life so that he may be as brave and heavenly
as the bird.

This is an admirable interpretation and one Which Hopkins

himself would probably favour, but again there is no evidence in the
poem to support it.

These critics have based their Whole claim on the

mood or the verb 'buckle 1 in the next line or the poem.
"Brute beauty and valour and a et, oh, air, pride,plume, here
Buckle!"
It is claimed that 'buckle 1 here is a command to all the nouns in the
series and thus means, as The Oxford English Dictionary has it, •to
prepare self for a contest or undertaking; hence to apply self with vigor
to a task; to come to close quarters, grapple, engage,'

Thus the poet

prays for all these qualities so that he may be an even greater sacrifice
to God.

However I find completely no evidence in the poem to support

this and I feel that these critics have read a great deal into the poem
to suit their own purposes.

Sure~ this is a visual image of the bird,

probably compared to a horse and rider, denoting the sudden realization
of Hopkins that all these fine qualities are present in this one little
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bird, i,here buckle''

This ia a good point at which to point out that

this poem is not inconsistent with the religious poems ot this period,
which specifically point out manifestations of' God in nature. For in
The Wbu:lhwer Hopkins perceives a thing of great beauty which gives him
a feeling ot ecstatic joy and

~e

dedicates this realization of beauty,

whioh for Hopkins is a manifestation of God, 'To Christ our Lord•.
The •and• in the next line is deliberately emphasized by Hopkins
and •ana something like, •now that I have made this realization the
result isl
"And the tire that breaks froa thee then, a billion
Times told lwelier, more dangerous, 0 m.y chevalier'"
When the sudden realizaticm ia made that these admirable quulities, this
maDiteatatian ot God's beauty, is present in the taloon then their worth,
aa a glorification ot Christ, will be •a billiOD times told lovelier•.
And also •a billion tiaes••••••••••ore dangerous' because of the pure
ecstatic joy and beauty of' a perteot communionin Christ no matter haw
great the peril of' such a revelation.

Inciden-.117 tt.e 'Whole poem is

overlaid with an ataosphere of aedieval chivalry as suggested in such
teru as •ainion•, •dauphin', •chevalier•, 'riding' and •rein•.

This

iB probably intended to giTe an impression of Christ, as suggested in

the bird, as a crusading king in search of' souls.

Thus we might say that

Hopkins addresses the bird, 'fiiY chevalier•, as a knight of Christ, that
ia the bird, in ita revelation of the beauty of God, brings man closer
to the joys of Beaven.
The poem continues with Hopkins's ftna conviction that the beauty
exhibited in the bird ia to be found in other parts of the external world:

- -61-.~''No wonder of it;"
if we stop to consider we see that this beauty is manifested in other
aspects of nature and thus the poet may become more acute in his praise
just asa
"Sheer plod makes plough down sillion
Shine 11

'

that is, just as a rusty ploughshare, when run through the earth, regains its shining quality 1 so Hopkins may be led on to greater things
by the example of the windhover.

I realize the danger of reading too

much into a poem but I feel that it is emphatically implied in this poem
that Hopkins regards the beauty perceived in the bird not only as an
.:
!

offering to God but that he considers the bird 1 s example of courage and

li

.'fl

valour to be wel.l worth following.

:I

Here is the final. analogy in the

!.(I

\.;

I

poema
"•••••••and blue-bleak embers, Bh ~dear,
Fall, gall themselves, and gaSh gold-vermilion."
Thus again Hopkins may be urged on to a great blaze of glory in the same
manner as dying
1 gall

blue-bleak embers' will, when dashed against the ground,

1

themselves• and 'gash 1 as if bleeding and in the same instant will

burst forth into an orange spendoy.r.

Thus in the last lines we are brought

back to earth, to the more realistic, sobering images of everyday life,

,.i•

but even here Hopkins sees a certain amount of the falcon's beauty and so
he feels that the example of the bird can be followed and we can almost
hear him making a resol.ution that he will follow it.
Because Hopkins is fond of certain ideas and images he repeats them
throughout his poetry.

A combination of this repetition of thought and

idea is his use of the bird anal.ogy.

Thus I offer these two lines from

,

an earlier poem as strong confirmation of my interpretation of The Windhovert
"Let me be to Thee as the circling bird
That shapes in halt-light his departing rings. 11

.
:
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known it works, it influences, it does its duty, it does good.
We must then try to be known, aim at it, take means to it." l
Finally let us listen to these words from another letter to Bridgeea
"I cannot in conscience spend time on poety, neither have
I the 1nduc6ments and inspirations that make others compose.
Feeling, love in particular, is the great moving power and
spring or verse, and the on1y person I am in love with (this
could only be Christ) seldom, espec~ally now, stirs my heart
sensibly and when he does I cannot always 'make capital' of
it, it would seem sacrilege to do so. Then again I have or
~self made verse so laborious." ~
From these quotations we can see that Hopkins was becoming more deeply
aware or hi.lllself as a suffering human being but this in him was not really
a dire thing.

We have seen that he believed expressly in the 'after

lite • and all its promises and thus the hardships of this life are really
a means of gaining salvations
"Ah welll it is all a purchase, all is a prize."
Therefore, because of these growing feelings in Hopkins 1s mind, we can
obserYe the emphasis in his poems changing from his contemplation of God
in nature to the relationship of man to God. As in the precedtllg · chapter · , this general emphaeis is easily discernible in the poems themselves.
It is in this period that we get the first real indication of the desolation and despair which were to baun·t his later years.

There have been

hints of it before such as the desolation expressed in Nondua and in
these lines from stanza 27 of The Wrack of ·the Deutschlanda
"The jading and jar of the cart,
Time's tasking, it is fathers that asking for ease
or the sodden-with-its-sorrowing heart,"
but it is not until we come to the sonnet Peace that we see a definite
mood or sadness and unrest.
"When will you ever, Peace, wild wooddove, shy wings shut,
Your round me roaming end, and under be my boughs?"
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its special significance for Hopkins.

The image is extended throughout

the sonnet; therefore I shall return to its significance later.

We

know, from his own writings, as I have quoted, and from speculation which

is consistent with his beliefs, that Hopkins at this time was bothered
by what he thonght to be an inability to express himself clearly in his
sermons.

The realization of this, added to his impressions of the state

in which man lived around him, helps us to realize the full import of
these two lines.

Hopkins feels that because he is a human being his
~

s011l is in exile from heaven; and his whole purpose as a priest is to
prepare his soul for the etemal bliss of heaven.

Thus by showing an

example he may be able to lead his fellow man 1back to the fold'•

But

as yet he feels he is not perfect in the sight of God and he therefore
asks when such a stat~ of grace will exist in his soul;

whe~ will you

ever end your roaming round me and come to rest under my boughs, o
wooddove?

Hopkins had such a high standard of spiritual behavicur that

his striving to root out his own imperfections must have been a very
difficult task.

Thus we can detect a tone of anguish in these lines

since Hopkins felt that he had not succeeded in rooting oat every evil
and in cultivatingcevery good.

In a sermon he says, •For now, after

the Fall, good in this world is hard, it is surrounded by difficulties,
the way to it lies through thorns. 1

!!

Again Hopkins askaa
''When, when, Peace, will you, Peace?"
But he cannot delude himselfa
"•••••••••I'll not play hypocrite
To own my heart 1 I yield you do come sometimes I"
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He admits that sometimes he has found peace:

"··~··················but

That piecemeal peace is poor peace."
Hopkins feels that in moments when his mind is at peace he is not enjo.ying true peace but merely a consolation which eases his soul. His
conscience would not allow perfect peace, if such were possible on earth,
for he goes ona
"•••••••••••••What pure peace allows
Alarms of wars, the daunting wars, the death of it?"
1Daunting 1

is here used to mean dispiriting, discouraging or even van-

quishing; that Hopkins considers that man 1 s actions

~nd

deeds have led

him far away from God and no peace can be gained while the world is in

this decadent state.

This of course is the idea of these lines from

God 1 s Grandeur carried to their logical conclusiona
" •••• all is seared with trade; bleared, smeared with toil;
And wears man's smudge and shares man 1 s smell: the soil
Is bare now, nor can foot feel, being shod."
But Hopkins is reminded of the Spiritual Exercises where St. Ignatius
saidt
"Let him who is in desolation labour to hold on in
patience, such patience as makes against the vex•ti~nstthat~
harass himJ let him consider that soon he shall be consoled,
using diligent ef!orts against desolation, as is enjoined in
the Sixth rule." Z
and continuest:
surely, reaving Peace, my Lord should leave in lieu
Some good! "
110

To -reAve is to rob, plunder or carry oft, therefore we get the impression
of bereavement because Christ, in his perfection, has denied Hopkins
the possibility of gaining 'pure Peace' on earth.

But Hopkins reasons

-
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that God must leave something to compensate for this imperfections
"••••••~d so do does leave Patience exquisite
That plumes to Peace thereafter."

Thus by •Patience exquisite•, which hints at the pangs ondured through
it, perfect peaoe will be gained.
image •

'Plumes• is the key word in this

It suggests not only the mere enhancing by plumes of beauty,

but the soaring of a soul to Christ. And finally Hopkins states 1
"And when Peace here does house
He comes with work to do, he does not come to coo,
He comes to brood and sit."
That is, when a higher degree of Peace does come to Hopkins, it will
mea that he has rooted out most of his imperfectio11s &.nd thus will be
a true spiritual leader to the rest of the world.

'He does not come to

coo• refers to Hopkins's present state of spiritual leadership.
I mentioned earlier the significance of the bird image in this poem.
We know f'rom our previous studies the. t tor Hopkins the bird symbolises
nearness to Christ, the apex of earthly perfection. We saw this epitomi.&ed in The Windhover.
Peaoe.

In this poem, the •wild wooddove• represents

The image of •plumesto: Peace' reminds one of stanza 3 ot The

Wreck of the Deutschland Where Hopkins's soul

win~

its way to •the heart

of the Host' ,
"I Whirled out wings that spell
And fled ~th a f'ling of the heart to the heart of' the Host".
The f'inal bird image in the poem is, no doUbt. a reference to the Dove

ot the New Testament. We are also reminded most forcefully of the concluding lines of God's Grandeur. Doubtleas thtt ideas expressed and the
images themselves are virtually the same:

-
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"••••••••the Holy Ghost over the bent
World broods with warm breast and with ah\ bright wings •"
Hopkins's great interest in and affiliation with his fellow man is
clearly discernible in almost all of the poems in this period.
easily seen iD The Bugler's First Communion, The Candle Indoors,
Handsome Heart, Felix Randal and Brothers.

This is
~

Different aspects of this·

feeling are exhibited in the poems written later iD the period, as we
shall see·.

Perhaps Hopkins •a concern for his fellow man is nowhere as

emphatic as iD Felix Randal.

The poem opens with the report of Felix

Randal• a death c
"Felix Randal the tarrier, 0 he is dead then?"'
It continue• with a reminiscence or his sickness and gradual weakening
of bodya
"••••••••••••••••••~Y duty all ended,
'Who have watched his mould of man, big-boned and hardy handsome
Pining, pining, till time when reason rambled in it and some
Fatal four disorders, fleshed there, all contended?"

After this account of the tarrier's waning strength and health, Hopkins
goes on to recreate the priest•s(Hopkins)ministering to his spiritual
needs a
"Sickness broke h~. Impatient he cursed at first but mended
Being anointed and all; though a heavenlier heart began some
Month earlier, since I had our sweet reprieve and ransom
Tendered to him."
'Being anointed and all' refers to the anointing of sick persons, with
consecrated oil according to the rites ot the Catholic Church and •a
heavenlier heart• is a reference to his state of mind after he had received the Holy Eucharist, •our sweet reprieve and ransom•.

Thus Bop-

kina concluded the second quatrain with a plea for complete pardon:
"•••••••Ah well, God rest him all road ever be offended\"'

- 74That is, may God forgive him no matter in what ways he has sinned. In
the next lines Hopkins expresses the great satisfaction and consolation
which he feels is to be found in the priesthooda
"This seeing the sick endears them to us, us too it endears.
My tongue had taught thee coDfort, touch had quenched thy tears,
Thy tears that touched my heart, child, Felix, poor Felix Randal;"
Thus
,, the emotions of the dying, especially love, represent an intuitative
recognition, not only of the fate of mankind, but of the common origin
of man as well.

That is why Hopkins ends the poem with a picture of the

farrier in the prime of life, a

sp~ndid

physical being 1

"How far from then forethought of, all thy more boisterous years,
When thou at the random grim forge, powerfUl amidst peers,
Didst fettle for the great grey drayhorse his bright and
battering sandalJ"
Thus Felix Randal almost seems to be born again, to be reliving his most
glorious hour, making his greatest contribution to life as a living sacrifice to God. We get the barest hint of this idea in the one word 'sandal'
which is JIDlch lighter than a . horseshoe, the idea of which gives an indication of the promise of the 'after life' for Hopkins. Also can we
not catch, in 1peers' and in the total image, an impression of God's
favoured host of a blissful Paradise?

Thus Hopkins considers that, in

some small measure, the life of Felix Randal the farrier has been a
partial glorification of God.
A poem in much the same tone as Felix Randal is The Bugler's First
Communion. It exhibits the same loving, tender care for his flock and
also it tells again of the consolations of being a priest.
no attempt. to disguise Roman Catholic doctrines in the poem.

Hopkins made
There is

no need to analyse the poem in detail as some of it is purely descriptive,
telling of the Bugler boy's parentage and his lot with them.

We are toldr

- 75"This very very day came down to us 'after a boon he on
My late being there begged of me, overflowing
Boon in my bestowing,
Come, I say, this day to it - to a First Communion."
Thus for Hopkins the Communion is an •overflowing boon' 1 it is the
highest act of sacrifice and glory that man can give to God. It is an
intimate and personal contact with Christ Himself, heightened by Hopkins•s
firm belief in the Real Presence.

Thus Hopkins continues as the Bugler

kneels at the altara
"Forth Christ from cupboard fetched, how fain I of feet
To his youngster take his treatJ
Low-latched in leaf-light housel his too huge godhead. n
This communication

wit~

C,hrist is, says Hopkins, a 1 treat 1 for the Bugler,

for the last line tells us that Christ actually is present in the wafer,
'housel 1 •

Thus the experience is one for the Bugler to savour, to cherish

and to keep in his mind as long as possible.

The result of the Communion

wil.l be this 1
"TbereJ and your sweetest sendings, ah divine
By it, heavens, befall himl"
That is, may your sweetest graces, 0 God, flowing from the Eucharist
through Christ in heaven, fall to him.

Hopkins obviously regards the

Bugler as a highly favoured 'partaker' for he calls himt
"Breathing bloom of' a chastity in man sex fine",
and later ona
"••••••••fresh youth fretted in a bloamfall all portending
That sweet's sweeter ending;
Realm both Christ is heir to and there reigns."
Here of course the Bu.gler may be said to represent all youth and thus
the 'bloomfall' of fresh youth' is much like the 'lily-showers• and
•rose-flakes' of The Wreck of the Deutschland. They are to be showered
before Christ as loving tokens of adoration and worship and in that way

'
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they 'portend' the fulfillment of Christ's Promise, 'sweet's sweeter
ending

1

,

Paradise, where Christ reigns.

Only through the regular par-

taking of the Body and Blood of Christ can the Bugler's days be dressed
'to a dexterous and starlight order'.

It is important to remember that

Hopkins the priest is playing as great a part in the Bugler 1 s •cow~uni
cation' with Christ as the boy himself, for in ministering to th-~ communicant he himself partakes in the Real Presence.

But the priest can

do only so much, and being aware of the waywardness of man, he feels
that the boy 1 s innocence may become tainted in the futurea
"••••••••but may he not rankle and roam
In backwheels though bound home?-"
This could happen but Hopkins leaves the Bugler's possible absolution
from sin in the hands of Christt.

.

"That left the Lord of the Eucharist, I here lie by."
But the last lines of the poem express Hopkins 18 confidence that heaven
will answer his prayers for the yc.uthl
"Recorded ohly, I have put my lips on pleas
Would brandle adamantine heaven with ride and jar, did
Prayer go disregardeda
Forward-like, but however, and like favourable heaven
heard these."
Thus we may see in this poem that Christ has shown not only how the
Reward may be earned, btt also we find that He bestows it in person on
those who follow Him.

This is the only salvation.

A different aspect of Hopkins'sawareness of himself as a suffering
human being i~ exhibited in The Candle Indoors.

Hopkins considered that

a priest.had a double duty; to try to lead others to perfection and to
strive to rid himself of all faults and evils so that he might be more
worthy to became a spiritual leader to men.

Thus in the opening lines
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of the poem, Hopkins is prompted, by the sight of two people in the
light of a candle, to wonder about their livesz
"Same candle clear burns somewhere I came by.
I muse at how its being puts blissful back
With yell~ moisture mild night's blear-all black
Or to-fro tender trambeams truckle at the eye.
'
By that window what task what fingers ply 1
I plod wondering, a-wanting, just for lack
Of answer the eagerer a-wanting J essy or Jack
There God to aggrandise, God to glorify.-"
Thus we see what profound feelings a simple homely scene can arouse in
Hopkins.

His utter dedication to serve God and to help others to a full

realization of the power and mercy of God is plainly revealed in the last
lines of this stanza.

Hopkins does not know the people he sees by candle-

light, indeed he has only a hazy view of
all mankind, whether they be

1 in

the~jthey,

therefore, represent

a state of grace' or not.

point of this stanza is in its ending.

But the real

He wishes that these

shado~

figures would ply all their efforts and dedicate their souls, •God to
aggrandise, God to glorifY'·

Tlms to glorify God and to

1aggrandise'

His ld.Dgdom, to make it more potent and glorious 1 Hopkins feels should
be the main purpose, not only of himself as a priest, but of all mankind.
This spirit of dedication pervades almost all the poems of Hopkins's maturity and we shall see a more specific example of it later.

But to get

back to The Candle Indoors, Hopkins quickly uses this scene before him
as an analogy to himself. Thus the candle has become a symbol and its
significance is twofold.

Its use in the remainder of the poem, not only

illuminates for us the terrifying fear in Hopkins's mind that he may not
be living up to the standard of perfection which he has set, but also it
establishes a vi tal connection between Hopkins and the people to whom
he is a spiritual leader.

Therefore the real agol'!Y' in these lines i!l

Hopkins 'a fear that he himself has fallen short of the perfection which
he expects in others.

If this be so then Hopkins feels he has failed
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as a priest which, for him, means he has failed not only himself but,
more important, Christ.

Here is the real import of the poem; if he has

failed to aggrandise and glorif.y God himself, and to show others how to
do so, then his chosen life has been an utter failure and a complete mockery.

Thus we hear Hopkins a<idressing his heart:
Come you indoors, come heme; your· fading fire
Mend first and vital candle in close heart's vault:
You there are master, do your own desire;"
11

The poet asks for reassurance that he has been serving God well and also
for added help that he may serve and glorifY God even more; but no concrete assurance is forth coming:
''What hinders?"
and he continues to search for an answer:
" • • • • • o • • Are you beam-blind, yet to a fault
In a neighbour deft-handed?"

Be&DPoblind 1 is a possible connection between the physical candle and

1

Hopld.ns 1sspiritual light but I am inclined to think these lines are a
reference to Matthew Vll,

5:

1

Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam

out of thine own eye and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the
mote out of thy brother's eye. 1 Thus the more important aspect of the
line is Hopkins 1 sagonized fear that, although he is

1

deft-handed 1 at

t

seeing other's faults, he cannot see the faults which may exist within
himself.

That is Why he bids his heart 1your fading fire mend first•,

the doubt of his own moral purity tills him with consternation. He
concludes his questioning:

"o ••••••••Are you that liar
And, cast by conscience out, spendsavour salt?"
Again a reiteration of the feeling of doubt but this time mare of its
implications are presented.

Hopkins feels that if he has not lived up
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to his position aa apiritual leader then his life has been completely
worthless. •spendaavour salt•.

This image is more poignant because of

its associations with the salty tears or Christ.
To realize the full import of The Candle Indoors we must remember
that at this time Hopkins was undergoing his Tertianship.

This is a

p$riod when a priest turns away from his active life and re-examines
hia inner self. when he attempts to discover any imperfections in hie
moral being and enquires whether he has followed the rules of perfection
laid down in the Spiritual Exercises.

I shall here quote the purposes

of the Tertianship which. we shall see. Hopkins has incorporated into
thia poem:
"ilaving ooapleted the diligent task of cultivating the
intellect. those who have been engaged in studies • 'lllUSt. during the time of the last probation. more diligently exercise
th...elves tD the school ot the heart (•in echola atfectus•)
and devote tbBJUelvea to spiritual and corporal things which
help towards . progress tD humility and the abnegation or all
sensual lcwe as well as of their own will and ju4pent and
also toward a greater knowledge and love of God; so that.
having progressed themselves. they may better help others
towaraa apiritual progress for the glory of God our Lord." _6
As if prompted by this searching of his heart in The Candle Indoors.
Hopkins almost immediately wrote The Hands011le Heart.

Here again we

get a hint of Hopkins's dedication and the consolations or being a priest.
HopkiDB felt it necessary to remark to Bridges that the poem was 'historical
autobiographical t and to fill tD the background story • I shall therefore follow suit.

"The story was that last lent. when Fr. Parkinson was

laid up in the country. two boys of our congregation gave me much help
in the sacristy in Holy Week.

I offered them money tor their services •

which the elder refused, but bein·g pressed consented to take it laid out

to "' book. The younger followd suit; then when some days after I asked
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him what I should buy answered as in the sonnet."

1

"But tell me, child, yco.r choicet What shall I buy.
You? - 'Father, what you ba.y • I like best•
With the sweetest air that said, still plied and pressed,
He swng to his first poised purport or reply. n
In the next stanza Hopkins exclaims at the natural beauty and goodness

ot a young

hea~.

It is Jllllch the same feeling as we saw in The Bugler,

who was a 'breathing blooa or a chastity in 1118llSex final
"What the heart isJ which., like carriers let ny-Doff darkness, homing nature knows the rest-To its ow.n fine tonetion, wild and selt-instressed
Falls light as ten yean long taught how to and vey. n
The first i.Jiulge is again the familiar bird analogy and we are reminded
most forcefUlly or Hopk:i.Ds 1 a 1 carrier-vitted 1 soul in The Wreck or the
Deutschland.

Thus haae in this image is Christ., the habitat or all

beauty and goodness, but before the heart can gain a fUll realization
or God it has to 'dott darkness I .

The whole i.uge is undoubtatlly a

veiled reference to the moral teachings of the Catholic Church.

The

poet continuesa
"Mannerly-heartedl more than bandscae race-Beauty's bearing or ause or mounting Tein,
All, in this case, bathed in high hallowing grace ••••• "
The beauty or the soul, says Hopkins, is of more value than physical
beauty.

This idea is stated explicity in a letter to Bridgesa

"I th:iDk that no one can admire beauty of the body more
than I do. But this kind or beauty is dangerous. Then comes
the beauty or the mind, such as genius., and this is greater
than the beauty of the body' and not to call dangerous. And
more beautiful than the beauty ot ~he mind is beauty of
chat•acter 1 the 1 handsome heart 1 . " _
Hopkins sees the 'handsaae heart• in the boy but, in the final lines of
the poem, he expresses the desire that the boy uy ccae to realize the
full import or his God-given gift; I that he may learn to dedicate hiaself
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2Cd his attributes to Christ.
"Of heaven what boon to buy you, boy, or gain
Not granted!--Only••••• o on that path you pace
Ro.n all you.r race, 0 brace sterner that strainl"
Tbas Hopkins considers that if this bqy were to realize the need of
renstiJlg evil and being guided by the Dinne Will, then his life
vaa1d be a most fitting sacrifice to Christ.

I 11entioned earlier that Hopkins's

senice of God JUy be

s~en

·~dication:

of himself to the

in almost all his poetry. We saw- it in

~

Candle Indoors and The Handsome Heart; nov we come to a poem which deals
11itb that theme specifically1 Morning Midday and Evening Sacrifice.

This

poe. coasists or three stanzas, concemed, in turn, with the morning of
~.

the midday of middleaged maturity and the evening of age.

First

the poet gives a vivid picture of the beauties of youths:

wrbe dappled die-away
Check and wimpled lip,
The gold-wisp 1 the airy-grey
Eye, all in fellowship·-·"
Jiot ODl.y is this a magnificent picture of 'blooming' youth, but it con-

"ta:i.Ds an illlplied question; what is the purpose of this beauty, what is
~ts

fUlfillment?

Hopkins gives the answers

"This, all this beauty blooming,
This, all tbis freshness fuming,
Give- God while worth consuming•"
Hopkins echoes the Spiritual Exercises and we know that he firmly
bel.ieves that all things were created to aid man to save his soul and
tbls he feels that the best · of everything should be dedicated to God.

Bat his aain point is that youth, in its sheer beauty and innocence, is
a sore worthy sacrifice to Christ, if it is offered as such before it
r..tes aDd loses its natural purity and grace.

If this state of grace

- 82 is not dedicated to God in youth, then the sacrifice will came much
harder at the midday of life.
"Both thought and thew now bolder
And told by Nature 1 TowerJ
Head, heart, hand, heel, and shoulder
That beat and breathe in power--. 11 .
Gone are the natural morals of youth; man is now at the peak of his
physical and mental development.

But he has entered this state of

being guided by God 1 s presence in the external world, 'told by Nature',
therefore Hopkins goes on to stress the need of this stage of life as
vella
"This pride of prime 1 s enjoyment
Take as for tool, not toy meant
And hold at Christ's employment."
Beauty, grace, life itself, were given to man by God, not for
reason, •not toy meant 1 , but to aid hi.Dl in saving his soul.

a~

trivial

Therefore

everything we do, say and are, should be dedicated as a living sacrifice
to Christ.

Then in the last stanza Hopkins reminds us that 'we were /

framed to die' and that by the

1evening 1

of life our surrender or 'self'

to Christ may be long awaited by God, therefore we should hasten to lll8ke
amends a
"The vault and scope and schooling
And mastery in the mind,
In silk-ash kept from cooling
And ripest under rind-What life half lifts the latch or,
What hell stalks towards the snatch of,
Yoar offerlng, with despatch, ofl"
We have Hopkins fa own gloss on this stanza in a letter to Bridgesa
"1 meant to compare grey hairs to the nakes of silky ash
which may be seen roand wood embers burnt in a clear fire and
covering a 'core of heat•, as Tennyson calls it •••••• •Your
offer, with dispatch, of' is said like 'Your ticket•, 'Y~r
reasons' 1 Ycur money or your life 1 , ' Your name and college· a
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it ia 'COM, your offer of all this (the matured mind), and
without delay eitherL' (Thia should now explode)•. 2
Thus the poet tries to impress upon us that in old age the time for
redemption is very short and that a reconciliation with Christ must be
made quickly.

The whole poem is a plea that man dedicate himself, his

lite and all created things •that they may help him in prosecuting the
end tor which he ia created •••••to praise, reverence, and serve God our
Lord, and by this meana to save his soul.•

10

BopkiJ:la deals with the theme of beauty, as exhibited in the first
stanza. of U:orniJ:lg Midday and Evening Sacrif'ioe, in The Leaden Echo and
the Golden Eoho. But this time he treats a slightly different aspect
of' it aa we shall see.

The poem opens with a question:

"Bcnr to keep-- is there any any, ia there none such, nowhere
k:nOWD. some, bow or brock or braid or brace, lace, latch
or catch or key to keep
Back beauty, keep it, beauty, beauty, beauty ••••••• trom
vanishing away?"
In other words, ia there any way f'or man to arrest the fading or beauty?
The •Leaden Echo • answers itself:
"No there's none, there's none, 0 no there's none.•
Time ran.ges all living things.

It brings about the:

"Ruck and wriDkle, drooping, dyizl.g, death•s worst, winding
sheets, tombs and worms and tumbling to decay;"
and

the~e

the Leaden Echo ends with this dirge:

"O there's none; no no no there's none:
Be beginning, to despair, to despair,
Despair, despair, despair, despair."
This then is the fate of everybody who can see no purpose in the beauties
or the world. But the Golden Echo replies that this situation need never,
indeed, never should exist.

Ita comforting tones exhort the listener by
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"Sparel
There is one, yea I have one (Bush therel);
Only not within seeing ot the sun,
Not within the singeing ot the strong sun,
Tall sun's tingeing, or treacherous the tainting of the
earth' s air ,
Somewhere elsewhere there is ah well wherel one,
One."
There is a solution to the problema ot mortality.

There is a purpose

and aim behind the beauties ot the world and the Golden Echo goes on
to giTe us this exaot information:
"Coae then, your waya and airs and looks, locks, maiden
gear gallantry and gaiety and graoe,
ll'ilming ways, airs innocent, maiden manners, sweet
looks, loose looks, longlocks, larelocks, gaygear,
going gallant, girlgraoe;"
all these things ot beauty the Golden Echo advises:
"Resign them, sign them, seal them, send them, motion
them with breath,
And with sigh soaring, soaring sighs deliver
Thema beauty-in-the ghost, deliver it, early now, long
before death
Give beauty back, beauty, beauty, beauty, back to God,
beauty's salt and beauty's giver."
Thus we have essentially the same message as we found in Morning Midday
and Evening Sacrifice. All beauty aust be dedicated to God for in that
way only oan we save our souls.

God created these beauties as an aid

to our salvation and therefore they must be used to that end.
In m.y study ot these poems, we can be gin to see Hopkins's real

purpo•e in writing as he did. There can be little dou.bt tmt he truly
attempted to follow the rules laid down in the Spiritual Exercises of
St. Ignatius.

I have demonstrated that the Exercises elucidate and

illuminate the poems themselves, therefore I oan say with certainty
that Hopkins dedicated his experiences of beauty to God and that
he tried to lead man to a fuller communication with God by attempt-
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ing to give some impression of the Divinity as revealed in the beauties
of the world.

I shall have more to say on this later.

I now come to

a poem which seems to carr,y fUrther the solution of the Golden Echo.
There we were advised to give all beauty back to God, who is ultimate
Beauty, and we gathered that the result would be salvation.

In 'ro

what serves Mortal Beauty? we are told, not only of its dangers, but
of its compensations in this life.

The implication

o~

the whole poem

is that if we do not use the God-given girt or beauty in this life we
shall lose it forever. By use, of course, Hopkins would mean 'dedicate
it to God.•
"To what serves mortal beauty - dangerous;"
Hopkins goes on to point out its dangerous aspectst
"••••••••does set d~ncing bloodthe 0-seal-that-so feature, flung prouder form
Than Purcell tune lets tread to?"
Here is the curse or a profligate use or beauty, but Hopkins goes on
to point out its redeeming aspects:
"••••••••Seea it does this: keeps warm
Men•s wits to the things that are; ~at good means - where
a glance
Master more may than gaze, gaze out or countenance."
In other words, Hopkins would say that God created beautiful things so
that man might be reminded of God,

1 good 1 ,

who is the perfect form of

all beauty. And the logical conclusion or this is that the beauty found
in mortals is greater than beauty found in the external world since the
~~orld's loveliest• is 'men•s selves•.

Therefore Hopkins advises man

tot
"Love what are love's worthiest, were all known;
World's loveliest - men's 9elves. Self ~lashes off frgme and
Face•"
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That is, some aspect of God is revealed in mortal beauty, and this
revelation is its only consolation.
What do then? how meet beauty?"
and the answer :
"•••••••Merely meet it;"
Accept it where it comes and;

"••••••••••••••eOWD,

Home at heart, heaven's sweet gift, then leave, let
that alone."
The poet concludes that physical beauty as such should not be prayed
for; it is 'heaven's sweet gift', which God bestows at random in 'His
mysterious ways.

Rather we should pray for God's grace, which Hopkins

considers a higher form of beauty.
"Yea. wish that though. wish all, God's better beauty, grace."
I have shown in thia chapter that Hopkins, in thia particular period
of his life, was especially

int~rested

in the relationship between God

and man and I have pointed out the different wa.ys in which the poet tried
to show man's purpoee in life.

I should like to end this chapter by

analysing the f"ollowing poem, the main idea of which, I feel, is the main
point which Hopkins tried to communicate.

That is, that when a man o.ff"ers

himaelf as a living sacrifice to Christ and thereby gains a state of" grace,
he becomes an •alter Ohriatus •, man and Chriat become one.
"As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw £lames;
As tumbled over rim in roundy wells
Stones ringJ like each tucked string tells, each hung bell•s
Bow swung finds tongue to .fling out broad ita name;"
that is, just as God is revealed in the external world sot
"Each mortal thing does one thing and the aame:"
The •ael.f' ot everything, that particular, individual entity is what

- 87makes all mortal things a mirror of God's beauty, but each reflection
is, because of this 1 self 1 , in same way different from all others.
'Each mortal thing • a
"Deals out that being indoors each one dwells·
Selves-goes itself; myself it speaks and spelis;
Crying What I do is mea for that I came•"
But Hopkins says morea
"•••••••••·•the just man justices;"
that is he lives in a godly manner, he radiates the divine life of
grace, having been tully energized by God's blessing.

•The just man'a

"Keeps gracea that keeps all his goings graces;
Acts in God's eye what in God's eye be is-Christ - for Christ plays in ten thousand places,
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his
To the Father through the features of men's faces."
Perhaps the best commentary on this poem has been made by Hopkins
himself.

In 'his Comments on the Spiritual Exercises he sayst

" ••••• grace is any action, activity, on God 1 s part by
which, in creating or after creating, he carries the creature
to or towards the end of its being, which is its selfsacrifice
to God·and its salvation. It is, I say, any such activity on
God's; so that so far as their action or activity is God's,
it is divine stress, holy spirit, and, as all is done thr011gh
Christ, Christ's spirit; ; so far as it is action, correspondence,
on the creature's it is actio salutarisJ so far as it is looked
at in esse quieto it is Christ in his member on the one side,
his member in Christ on the other. It is as if a man saida
That is Christ playing at me and me playing at Christ, only
that is no play
truth; That is Christ being in me and me
1
being Christ." --

fut

This then should be the ultimate aim of man; to be one with Christ. And
we have seen in the last chapters that it was Hopkins'smain aim in his

poetry to impress this upon mankind.

CHAPTER 111

The Dark Night of the Soul leading to the Light of Morning

The last poeas of Gerard Manley Hopkins, the poems of 'desolation',
are the most misunderstood of all his poems.
attempt to dispel

In this chapter I shall

this misunderstanding by analysing the poems of this

group, especially the 'five or more 1 sonnets.

We shall see that these

poems are the expression, not of a man who has abandoned God, but of a
man who feels that God has abandoned him.

But throughout the poems

Bopkins'a faith will be seen asserting itself; implied is the convi.ction
that either he hi:Jilself had forced God to abandon him, by his impurity
and worthlessness, or that God would eventually come to his aid and
resolve all his doabts and fears.

To realize this fully we Dlllst first

get a picture of Hopkins's life at the time the poems were written.

It

was a tiae when Hopld.ns vas beset by 1 the prostrating anguish of ill-:·
health, uncongenial surroundings, the tedium of' heavy routine-duties,
and the sterility and impotence which constituted his spiritual aridity
1

when he felt tbat his God had withdrawn His love.• -

Perhaps the best

picture we can get of Hopkins's life at Dublin is to be·:found in ·hts own
letters.

In 1884, when he seems to have reached his lowest sp-iritual

ebb 1 he wrote t
nThe melancholy I have all my li~e been sub~ect ~o has
become of late years not indeedr"more J.ntense in 1ts fits but
rather mot"B di.stributed, constant, and crippling • . One, t~e
lightest but a very inconvenient fonn of it, is da1ly allXl.ety

-
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about work to be done. which makes . . break off or neTer finish
all t:tat lies outside that work. It is useless to write more
on thisJ when I am at the worst. though my judgment is never
eJ'fec~ed~ my st•te is. mu.ch like madness. I see no ground for
think1ng I shall ever get over it or ever succeed in doing
anything that is not forced on me to do of any consequence."!
Earlier he had written:
"I must say tla t I am very anxious to get away from this
place. I have become very weak in health and do not seem to
reooTer myself here or likely to do so. teaching is very
burdens01118~ especially when you have much of' it: I have. I
have not much time and almost no energy - tor I am always
tired- to do anything on~ own account. ·I put aside that
one sees and hears nothing and nobody here." 1
And he wrote to Bridges in this tone:
"Write me an interesting letter. I cazmot do so. LUe
here is so dank as ditch-water and has some of the other
qualities at ditch-water: at least I know that I am reduced
to great wealaless by diarrhoea~ which lasts too~ as it I
were poisaaed." ~
I have quoted these passages frOJJl Bopk:lns'• letters because I wish to giTe
au. impression of his state ot mind at the t:bla.
realise the true

si~itioance

It is only when we

of his attitude at this period in his lite

that we see that the so-called poeu ot •desolation• exhibit the same
love of God and his tello1lli&D. as is so plainly seen in all the
other •mature' poems •
au.y ray of' hope but

A.t first glanoe the

Wbe~

poe~~~~

sen to be d.woid ot

we realise Hopkins's attitude towards His Kaker

and our purpoae in lite. the poe. . take on new

~~~eaning

for us. At the

time ot composition of the •dark soanets• Hopkins wrote in proses
"When a man has giTen hiluelf to God's serTice~ when he
bas denied himself' and followed Christ. be has fitted himself
to receiTe and does receive troa God a special guidance. a
more particular providence. This guidance is conveyed partly
by the action ot other men. as hia appointed superior, and
partly by direct lights md inspirations. U I -.it tor such
guidance • through whatever channel conTeyed~ about anything,
about Jll1 poetry for instance, I do more wisely iD every way
than it I try to serve ay own ae&Jiing interests in the matter.
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Nov if' you value what I write, if I do myself, much more does
ou.r Lord. Aid if' he chooses to avail himself of what I leave
. at. hi.s disposal he can do so with a felicity and with a success
vhi.ch I could never command. And if he does not then two things
f'o1low; one that the reward I shall nevertheless, receive from
hiJI will be all the greater; the other that then I shall Jmow
~ov much a t~ng contrary to his wil.l. and even to my own be~t
Ulterests I shoul.d have done if I had taken things into my own
bands and forced on publ.ication. This is my pr~nciple and this
in the .ain has been m¥ practicez leading the sort of life I
do here it seems easy, but when one mixes with the world and
~ets on every side its secret solicitations, to live by faith
is harder, is ~r.Y hard; nevertheless by God's help I shall.
al.vays do so." .
One final quotation wil.'l complete our picture of' Hopkins.

In it we shall

see that Hopkins was gu.ided by one all-important factor - his love of God

- and that he strove to make himsel.f a fitting sacrifice to God.

I con-

tend that. it is only in this light that a pl.ausible interpretation of

the poeiiS may be made.

or

.ll.so I offer this quotation as conclusive proof'

the accuracy of my t.hesis - that all the •mature 1 poems exhibit a

1oU!Ig reverence for God and His creatures.
"When a man is in God's grace and free from mortal sin,
then everything he does, so long as there is no sin in it,
giYes God glory and What does not give him glory has some,
however little, sin in it. It is not onl.y prayer that gives
God glory but work. Smiting an anvil, sawing a beam, white•
washing a wall, driving horses, sweeping, scouring, everything gives God some glory if being in his grace yoo. do it as
you.r duty. To go to cOIIIIIIUnion worthily gives God great glory,
bu.t to take food in thankfull.ness and temperance gives him
g1ory too. Too lift up the hands in prayer gives God glory,
bu.t a man with a dungfork in his hand, a woman with a sloppail,
gi.,. bia gl.oey too. He is so great that all things give ~ 6
g1ory if' you mean they shoul.d. So then, my bretb~e.a, , live • -

'

Hopkins told Bridges of the sonnets in this manner; •I shall shortly

ha~ some sonnets to send you, five or more. Four of these came like
inspirations unbidden and against my will.

And in the life I l.ead now,

vhi.ch is one of a continuall.y jaded and harassed mind, if in any l.eisure

I t%'7 to do anything I JD&ke no way - nor with my work, alas! but so it
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must be.•

l

for Hopkins.

It is as if these sonnets were a great emotional relief
His troubled soul experienced a great catharsis in the

composition of the poems.

All of the sonnets are, to a large extent,

autobiographical, especially the first.

It deals with Hopkins'sre"

action to the social and political aspects of his life in Dublint
"To seem the stranger lies my lot, my life
Among strangers. Father and mother dear,
Brothers and sisters are in Christ not near
And he my peace my parting, sword and strife."
This is no mere complaint; it is the bitter cry of a man who is religiously
apart from those he loves. Hopkins cannot find perfect comfort and peace
in his Catholicism unless its graces are shared by everybody, especially
his own relatives.

Thus everybody living outside the Catholic Church

was living in sin and Hopkins felt bound to bear the burden of their sin.
But his exile in Ireland was not his most difficult hardship;
"England, whose honour 0 all my heart woos, wife
To my creating thought, would neither hear
Me, were I pleading, plead nor do It I wear y of idle a being but by where wars are rife."
These lines imply his most bitter hardship because they refer, not only
to his exile from England, but also to a much more prof~nd idea which
·i s best expressed in Hopkins 1e ow words 1
"In thought I can of course divide the good from the evil
and live for the one 1 not for the othert this justifies me
but it does not alter the facts. Yet it seems to me that I
could lead this life well enough . if I had bodily energy and
cheerful spirits. However these God will not give me. The
other part, the more important, remains my inward service."
In other words Hopkins at all times dedicated himself and all he did to
the glor,y of God, however insignificant he felt his sacrifice to bee
Hopkins goes on in the next sonnet of the group to elucidate the
implications of his epithet for Christ, 'my peace my parting, sword and
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St. John of the Cross states that one of the greatest tortu~es

strife'.

of the soul suffering spiritual desolation 'is the thought that God has
abandoned it; that ~e cast it away into darkness as an abominable thing
•••••••• the shadow of death and the pains and torments of hell are most
acutely felt, that is, the sense of being without God ••••••• All this
and even more the soul feels now, for a fearful apprehension has come
upon it that thus it will be with it for ever."~ These words seem to
me to be an apt commentary on the sonneta
"I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day.
What· hours, 0 what black hours we have spent
This nightl What sights you, heart, saw; ways you wentl
And more must, in yet longer light's delay.
With witness I speak this. But where I say
Hours I mean years, mean life. And my lament
Is cries countless, cries like dead letters sent
To dearest him that lives ala_s alas: away."
We know that Hopkins suffered from insomnia but surely this sestet has
a symbolic as well as a literal meaning.
from God's

1

The poet feels that he is away

light 1 and is therefore in spiritual darkness; that God has

abandoned his soul as an abominable thing. Therefore the abysmal image
conjured up by the poet here is truly representative of his own

~ind.

The best description of that state of mind is St. Ignatius'scomrnentar,y
in the Exercises:
11 I call desolation •••• darkness of the soul, disturb·&nce
in it ••••• the disquiet of different agitations ••••• moving to
want of confidence, without hope, without love, when one finds
oneself all lazy, tepid, sad, and as if separated from his
Creator and Lord."

This is surely the situation expressed by Hopkins in this poem.

The

final sestet of the sonnet is a more concentrated, bitterly inflictive
expression of the terrible agony of Hopkins's desolation.
poet criest

In anguish the
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Bitter would have me taste: ~ taste was me;
Bones built in me, flesh filled, blood brimmed the curse."
Because he is a man and because he feels that he has not been able to
make himself the best possible sacrifice to Christ, Hopkins considers
that his very being is a loathsome thing to God.
ant point.

Hopkins was

al1~ys

This is a most import-

inclined, in the final analysis, to blame

himself for 1light1 s delay', as witness the conclusion of the Tullaberg
Retreat Notes:

'Then I went out and I said the Te Deum, and yet I

thought what was needed was not praise of God but amendment of life.'
Thus in the next line of the poem we get a very ambiguous imageJ Hopkins
feels that he is a mere shadow of the spi.ritual perfection he should
attaim
"Selfyea.st of spirit a dull dough sours."
And the last lines support my contention that Hopkins completely blames
himself for the condition:
"•••••••······•••••I see
The lost are like this, and their scourge to be
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse."
Hopkins considers that the punishment of. hell is not to be by fire and
physical torment but j.s to be the greatest of mental agony prompted by
one's removal from God.
In the remaining sonnets of the group we see two distinct rays of
hope; in the poem which Bridges named Carrion Comfort, the poet attempts
to reject despair and in 'Patience, hard thing', and 'My own heart let
ht slackening of the bonds of Hopme have pity on', we can detect a Slig
kins 's feelings of hopelessness and despair.

In the opening lines of

Carrion Comfort the poet feebly attempts to push aside despair:

- 94"Not, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair not feast on thee;
Not untwist-slack they maybe - these last strands of man
In me or, most weary, cry I can no more. n
No matter how desperate his situation may become Hopkins is determined
not to let 'Despair' get the better of him for that would mean that he
had given up the 'last strands of man' in him, which is the image of
Christo He asserts that he will never cr.y •I can no more' for there is
always the hope that Christ will eventually come to him and aid him to
'doff darkness' and regain his lost 'vision of God'• Then he will be
free of all his doubts and fears, his desolation, and will enjoy everlasting peace. Thus Hopkins swmmons all his strength and cries:
"I can;
Can something, hope, wish de.y- come, not choose not to beo"
Thus we hear Hopkins echoing the words of St. Ignatius:

'Thou oughtest

not to be cast down, nor to despair; but resign thyself calmly to the
will of God, and whatever comes upon thee, to endure it for the glory
of Jesus Christ.•

Hopkins can have only one consolation in his present

situation; the hope that his terrible agony is an atonement for his sins.
He believes that his present tunnoils are the 1will of God 1 but he can
see no real purpose behind them, therefore his faith takes over and he
shouts •I can•, I will •endu-re it for the glory of Jesus Christ•.
can••••••• not choose not to be';

I

I must be a man, an imitation of Christ's

image, that is the only way he can remain a
in God's ultimate mercy and goodness.
vation and the reward of Paradise.

1

The

1

real1 man is to bave faith

Through faith he will gain sal1

will of God' is of course behind

all of Hopkins•sreasoning, he is confident that he is fulfilling God's
purpose.

But his extTeme agony is due to the fact that he can see no

reason why he should be singled out to bear such a terrible burden. The
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whole poem is, or course, an impression or a wrestling match between
Hopkins aDd God, with the match itself taking on the proportions or a
nightmare •

Indeed the whole image is much akin to a bout with a succubus

which is probably what is intended.

There is no need to elucidate the

images further since the grotesqueness of the ideas conve~the desired
effect; and, or course, the whole aim or these lines is implied in the
~y

question,

am

I

an trial?'

"But ah, but 0 thou terrible, why wouldst thou rude on me
Thy wring-world right root rock? lay a lion-limb against me?
soan
With darksome devouring eyes my bruised bones? and fan,
0 in turns or tempest, me heaped there; me frantic
to avoid thee and flee?"
Again a reiteration of Hopkins's •agonized ory','Why do I undergo such
torments?'

The images in these lines are very hard, harsh and cruel,

giving an impression of the severity of' the poet's hardships and hia
'darkness' concerning the purpose of it all.
question oomea immediately&

But the answer to hie

"

"That my chaff' might f'ly; my grain lie, sheer and clear."
He is on trial that he may be purged and thus become a worthy of'fering
to Christ.

Therefore Hopkins realizes his suffering and mental turmoil

came directly f'rom God.

Then we aee the paradaEioal situation of the

oonquer.ed rejoicing in the conqueror, that is Hopkins's surrender to
Christ baa been complete:
~ay in all that toil• that coil, since (aeema) I kissed the rod,
Hand rather, ~heart lo\ lapped strength, stole ja,y, would
laugh· , cheer."

Here again .e hear echoes of St. Ignatius; 'Behold, 0 beloved Father, I
am in Thy banda, under the rod of Thy correction I bow myself''' In other
words Hopkins reels that he has done his beat to make himself' a worthy

~

I
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representative of Christ on earth.

If his sacrifice has not been

good enough then he is doomed, but there is the ever-present ray of
hope that Christ will eventually teach him to make perfect his soul.
Thus again we get an indication that Hopkins considers that he himself is to blame for the abandonment of his soul by God.

Th6se lines

immediately remind us, as they did Dr. Pick, of the nun in The Wreck
of the Deutschland:
"the Cross she calls Christ to her, christens her wild-worst
Best."
This is the point which I made earlier, that Hopkins regarded the nun's
spiritual experiences as identical to his own.

But having expressed

this great joy and elation at the event, Hopkins is not sure who deserves the credit for his purgation:
"Cheer whom though? the hero whose heaven-handling flung me,
foottrod
MeT or me that fought him? 0 which one? is it each one?"
Does God deserve the credit?

Does Hopkins deserve the credit?

each play an active part in the surrender of Hopkins's soul?

Or

did

Even though

that surrender is far behind him, Hopkins shudders whenever he thinks
of his dreadful ordeala
"That night, that year
Of now done darkness I wretch lay wrestling with (my Godl)
my God~"
This is the appalling thing for Hopkins, that he had entered into combat with his God.

Thus we see that Carrion Comfort,. like many of Hop-

kina's •mature' poems, is a restatement of his struggle to gain as perfeet a •vision of God• as is possible in this life.
I mentioned earlier two poems, •Patience, hard thing' and 'My own
heart let me have pity. on•, in whioh we can detect a slight slackening
of the bonds of despair.

The first of these is a direct example of my
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thesis that Hopkins felt that he himself was to blame for the absence
of God in his life and that God would eventually reveal Himself fully.
But patience is essential if this situation is to be tolerated. This
poem is again a direct rendering into poet~ of the Spiritual Exercises
and dogma of the Catholic Church. The Exercises insisted: 'Let him who
is in desolation labour to be in patience', and again St. Ignatius
admonished; 'Dispose thyself to patience rather than to comfort.

All

men recommend patience; few, however, thy are who are willing to suffer,•
and again, 'We are always willing to bave .. something for our comfort;
and with difficulty a man doth strip himself of self. 1

2.

Thus the poem

begins:
"Patience, hard thing: the hard thing but to pray;
But bid for, Patience isl Patience who asks
Wants war, wants wounds; weary his times, his tasks;
To do without, takes tosses, and obey."
To have patience is a very difficult thing but the reward is worth all
the toil and hardship.

Ho1)kins fully realizes that to pray for patience

is to ask for a most difficult time but:
R.are patience roots in these, and these away,
Nowhere. Natural heart's ivy, Patience masks
Our ruin of wrecked past purpose. There she basks
Purple eyes and seas of liquid leaves all day."
11

Imn.ediate~

we are reminded of an earlier poem, Peace and we realize

that here we have a further development of it.

In Peace, it is 'Patience

exquisite' which 'plumes to Peace thereafter.

BtJt for Hopkins there

1

is only one way to plume to Peace and that is the way of St. Ignatius:
'Take, Lord, and receive all my liberty, my memory, my intellect and all
.
d"~spose of it according to Thy will:" This
my will •••••••• al1 is th ~ne,
he realizes is most difficulta

,.,_

~
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'~e hear our hearts grate on themselves: it kills
To bruise them dearer."

But he remains steadfast in his submission to Gcn:
"• •••••••• Yet the rebellious wills
Of us we do bid God bend to him even so."
Ffnally we learn that God is close at handt.
"And where is he who more and more distils
Delicious kindness?"
and the answer comes:
"He is patience;"

,.

He 'plumes to Peace thereafter':
" ••••••••• Patience fills
His crisp combs, and that comes those ways we know."
Thus Hopkins feels that

fa~t~

and patience are similar concepts.

We

may see no purpose at all in life but if our faith tells us that every
insignificant thing is done according to the will of God then patience
helps us to bear our hardships since we know that ultimately there will
be a 'vision of God 1 •

Thus, in this sense, patience is a direct con-

solation from God.
The final Eonnet contains much the same idea except that Hopkins
feels, by the time of its composition, that every man must show charity
towards himself, otherwise he will be incapable of distilling 'delicious
kindness'~~

'~y own heart let me more have pity on; let
Me live to my sad self hereafter kind,
Charitable; not live this to~ented mind
With this tormented mind tormenting yet."

These then are the sonnets of desolation.

It is obvious that many and

varied factors form the background of these poems; Hopkins Is ill health,
his drab life in Dublin, his heavy routine duties, his parents and
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But the important thing con-

cerning the poems is the point which I hope I have demonstrated; that
Hopkins interpreted

all or these .factors in terms o.t •spiritual de-

solation' and furthermore that he attempted to deal with his problems.
as seen in the
ages.

poe~.

through the guidance of spiritual writers of all

Thus it matters little what caused Hopkins's trials; the important

thiug is what Hopkins believ_ed to be the
.. cause. This is all we need

know to make a just interpretation of his poetry.
There is a very remarkable poem written in the last year o.t Hopkins's
life,

That Nature is a Heraclitean Fire and o.t the Comfort of the Resur-

rection.

It is most fitting for two reasons that I end my discussion of

Hopkins' a poetry with this poem.

First it seems to embody the main

characteristics of all three observed periods of emphasis in Hopkins's
'mature' poems.

ln it we see again the dappled world; a completely realistic

view of timeless earth with its cycles of life and death, flesh and dust.
The whole world is here including man and most important, God is ever
present.

Secondly it conclusively justifies the title of this chapter,

'The Dark Night of the Soul leading to the Light of Morning', referring
to Hopkins's period of desolation and despair and his final recovery from
such torment.

Hopkins survived his •agenbite of inwit' for throughout the

whole of this poem one can hear the golden echo or immortality. Reiterated
is the point made by Hopkins in almost all his religious verse; that life
itself is a purgation of the soul, a preparation of the individual spirit
to be a perfect sacrifice to Christ. We oan be perfectly certain t£ this
.tor Hopkins has given us the meaning of the poem in prose:
"Everything in nature is in a perpetual state ·of flux: air •
earth, and water make a constant cycle or integration and disintegration - a motion which creates the dynamic beauty or the

-
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visible world. In tact, the inexhaustible energy of being and
becoming throughout all creation is like a huge self-fuelling,
non consumed bonfire. And even man, the most clearly individuated being, higher and apart from all otherson earth - he too
dies and is quickly forgotten, swallowed up in the general tlux.
This thought fills us with horror, until we remember that through
Christ's promise the disintegration of the physical body is(or
should be) the immediate beginning of a richer life for the
immortal spirit. Strong in this faith, we take heart, w exult ......!£
The poem opens with a panorama of the dappled world:
"Cloud-Puffball, torn tufts, tossed pillows flaunt forth
then chevy on airbuilt thoroughfare: heaven-roysterers,
in gay-gangs they throng; they glitter in marches.
Down roughcast,· down dazzling whitewash, wherever an elm arches,
Shivelights and shadowtaokle in long lashes lace, lance and pair.
Delightfully the bright wind boisterous ropes, wrestles, beats
earth bare
Of yestertempest•s creases; in pool and rut peel parches
Squandering ooze squeezed dough, crust, dust; stanches, starches
Squadroned masks and manmarks treadmire toil there
Footfretted in it. Million-fueled, nature's bonfire burns on.
But quench her bonniest, dearest to her, her olearest-selved
spark
Man, how fast his firedint, his mark on mind, is goneL
Both are in an unfathomable, all.is in an enormous dark
Drowned."
This is Hopkins's last visual view of the world as presented in his poetry.
All God's creation is

here~id

its frustrating, transcending flux and

because or it the poet must cry outs

"••••••0 pity and indignationL Manshape, that shone
Sheer off, disseveral, a star, death blots black out; nor mark
Is any or him at all so stark
But vastness blurs and time beats level."
For a moment Hopkins ia assailed by the old doubts and fears endured
during his period of desolation.

He becomes lost in the vastness and

beauties of the universe whioh make man appear very insignificant. Man
also undergoes the flux of life and death and Hopkins forgets the promise
of Christ and is greatly saddened that •death blots black out• • But
he quickly remembers that man is not inferior to the external world but

~

l'lll

. . . ' .. ··•···· .... -: .
~
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is spiritually in the image of God.

This realization forcefully reminds

the poet of his concept of salvation and he criest
"Enough, the Resurrection,
A heart•s-clarionl Away grief's gasping, joyless days, dejection.
Across ~ foundering deck shone
A beacon, an eternal beam. Flesh fade, and mortal trash
Fall to the residuary worm; world's wildfire, leave but ash."
Christ's Resurrection forever dispelled doubts as to an afterlife; it was
as a clarion call to the heart, lifting it out of the mire of uncertainty
and it stands forever as a glorious reminder,
destiny.

1

an eternal beam•, or man's

Man may die and be consumed in nature's nux but this destruction

of the physical being marks the beginning of another, more glorious life,
a life with God.

Thus gone forever are Hopkins 1aabubts and fears; this

is his final testimony to the supremacy or Christ:

At last the complete

story of his spiritual fulfillment can be told; Hopkins the poet and
priest has become the Alter Christus, he has realized the 'achieve of,
the mastery of the thing'.
"In a nash, at a trumpet crash,
I am all at once What Christ is, since he was what I am, and
This iJ ack, joke, poor potsherd, patch, matchwood, immortal
aiamond,
Is immortal diamond."'In a flash'

Hopkins~sm1l

rids itself of all desolation and despair,

it wings its way 'to the Heart of the Host•.
of Christian life.

Here is the great paradox

Man .is, in Hopkins 'a vietoJ1 almost completely worthless

and insignificant without Christ in his life, he is a 'joke, poor potsherd, patch, matchwood. 1 But the instant Christ enters his life he becomes 'immortal diamond', he is the most preaious and glorious of all
God's creations. Man, who is made in the image of God, is pricelessly
preciou.s and immortal because in his final fulfillment he is a part of
the heavenly family.

The promise of Christ to man is to be fulfilled

-
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and thus Hopkins can die with these words on his lips:
"I am so happy, I am so happy, I am so happy."
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The time has come to tie together all the loose ends of argument
and evidence and attempt to gain a composite view of Hopkins's spiritual
achievement as exhibited in his poetry.

Since I have summarized earlier

his achievement in The Wreck or the Deutschland, a brief summary will
suf'fice here. We have seen him •reliving' his own spiritual experiences
and attempting to expreas in poetry the similar experiences or the nun.
I have pointed out that Hopkins's main aim in the poem was to stress the
great importance of Christ in man•s lite and to emphasize the purpose
and meaning of lite as expounded in the doctrines or the Roman Catholic
Church.

I have undertaken, in this thesis, to demonstrate that Hopkins's

•mature• poetry, not only exhibits a loving reverence for God and His
creatures, but that the main aim and object or the poems themselves is
to glorify God and His creations.

This I think is true, since the most

important part or every poem studied is either the Divinity Himself or
some aspect or the relationship between God and man.
It is desirable to refresh our memories concerning the main
import or the poems studied so that we may have a general impression of
the purpoa e of Hopkins's poetry.

We may remember that one or the main

points of The Wreck of the Deutschland·.asthat Hopkins considered that
the nun bad •read• correctly the purpose and meaning of the terrible
disaster:
"There was a single eyeL
Read the unshapeable shock night
And knew the who and the why:"

'

I
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she realized that the wreck was the will of God and Hopkins implies
that no other explanation is possible.

The nun was:

'~ording it how but by him that _present and past,
Heaven and earth are word of, worded by?"

Earlier Hopkins had expressed the fervent wish that God 'be adored
among men 1 1 and toward the end of the poem he states that man should
'past all grasp God', who is 'throned behind Death with a sovereignty
that heeds but hides, bodes but abides'.

In other words Hopkins is

making a plea for faith in the purpose and will of God. But the fUll
import of the poem, as I have demonstrated, is summad up 1• these lines,
which express the final realization of the nun 1 a motives:
" •••••••• there thenl the Master
Ipse, the only one, Christ, King, Head:"
Christ should be the most important aspect in man's life and above all
he should be

glori~ied.

In the group of poems which emphasize the manifestations of God in
the external world we hear Hopkins stating that 'the world is charged
with the grandeur of God' and that, even though the world may be in a
decadent state, even though

1

all :is seared with trade', bleared, smeared

with toil', yet 'natura is never spent•.

God is always present to lend

a helping hand to man; the external world, nature, 'shuts the spouse
Christ home, Christ and his mother and all his hallows.'

Again in this

period we hear Bopkins praying 'Glory be to God for dappled things 1 , that
is, for beauty found in nature.

He ends his poem Pied Beauty with the

idea which epitomizes the main aim and purpose of the poems of this
period; Christ 'fathers-forth whose beauty is past change.'
ends with a simple c01mnand to man: •Praise him 1 •
for He is the only salvation.

And he

Give glory to Christ

1~

In the poems which emphasize the relationship between God and

man we have seen Hopkins attempting to lead man back to God by imploring him to use his natural perception and to search for manifestations
of God in the external world. We hear Hopkins plead:
"This, all this beauty blooming
This. all this freshness fuming,
Give God while worth consuming."
In other words dedicate all experiences of beauty to the glory of God,
'hold at Christ's employment•.

There oan be little doubt that Hopkins

dedicated his poems to Christ since he felt that they were. in some
measure, expressions of beauty and as such were a worthy offering to
Christ.

The best example of this is the fact that Hopkins dedicated

The Windhover. 'To Christ our Lord•; presumably both his experience of
the beauty of the bird and his expression of that beauty in poetry. Hopkins's fervent prayer is that man will learn 'God to aggrandise, God
to glorify•.

He pleads with man to 'give beauty baok to God' Who is

tbeauty•s self and beauty's giver•. And finally in this period we get
the expression or a concept which, for Hopkins, is the ultimate or
Christian revelation.

He states that •the just man acts in God's eye

what in God's eye he is- Christ•. Each Christian should strive for
this, should ardently desire to become an Alter Christus.
Thus we oan see that in all the poems surveyed so far, Hopkins has
been primarily concerned with the relationship between God and man and
his prime aim has been to further that relationship, that is. to make
man more aware of God's presence and to try to make him aware that Christ
is the one true goal in life.
In the last group of poems we have seen Hopkins suffering great
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pangs of desolation and despair but,

~s

I have pointed out, there runs

throughout all of these poems the conviction that he himself is to
blame for his tremendous mental turmoil.

We hear him state:

" •••••••••• Yet the rebellious wills
Of us we do bid God bend to him even so."
Thus Hopkins prays for patience so that he may finally conquer his
'agenbite of inwit 1 and go to his heavenly Reward. As I have pointed

outi there is great evidence that Hopkins did emerge from his 'dark
night of the soul' for in That Nature is a Heraclitean Fire and of the
comfort of the Resurrection, one of his final poems, we can easily see
that he has regained his 1 vision of God. 1 Again he takes great pleasure
in the joys of nature and in contemplating man's purpose in life and he
makes his final statement concerning man's relationship to God.

1

I am
r- ·

all at once what Christ is,• he states, 'since he was what I am•. Therefore I and all men who have made this realization are
perfect imitations of Christ.

1

inunortal

diamond ·~,

The culmination of the Christian ideal,

the Alter Christus, has been reached.
Thus we can see that the binding factor in

Hopkins~

spiritual and

religious life, in his consideration of the relationship between God and
man, is Christ.

Every •mature' poem which Hopkins wrote, in some way

deals with Christ's relationship to man and His revelations of Himself
to man;

He is1
"••••••••••••• the Master,
Ipse, the only one, Christ, King, Head."

'
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